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FOREWORD 

The problem of measuring airflow rate and air velocity has 
been subjected to a great deal of attention in various quarters. 
This is because of the great difficulties associated with such 
measurements, especially in field conditions, as well as the im
pact ·of the ventilation plant on indoor climate and running costs. 

The measuring methods presented in this publication have been 
assembled by the Nordic Ventilation Group. The publication is a 
direct ·translation of Report T32:1982 issued by the Swedish Coun
cil for Building Research, which in its turn is a revised version 
of .the earlier Report B4:1977, 'Metoder for matning av luftfloden 
i ventilationsinstallationer' (Methods for the measurement of 
airflow rates in ventilation systems). 

A special attempt has been made to make the methods as uncompli
cated as possible. Of course they can gradually be improved and 
simplified still further. 

The idea ,behind this work has been to formulate identical codes 
within the Nordic countries for the inspection and adjustment of 
ventilation systems. The publication should be regarded as a 
stage report of proposals for methods for testing and rating 
ventilation systems under field conditions. 

The measuring methods are divided into two groups; recommended 
methods where the size of the method error is less than 10%, and 
other -methods for which the size of the error cannot be calcula
ted. 

As required, these methods are taken up for revision by the Nor
dic Ventilation Group. 

With future revision in mind, the experience gained and points 
of view that rise to the surface in the utilization of the 
methods will be received with gratitude. 

Please write or telephone to: Anders Svensson, National Swedish 
Institute for Building Research, Box 785, S-801 29 Gavle, Sweden. 
Telephone 026-10 02 20. 
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INTRODUCTION 

If the adj~stment and inspection of a completed plant, whilst it 
is in operation, are to be carried out correctly, methods and 
instruments must be developed and standardized. Frequently large 
savings in energy can be made if the heating and ventilation sys
tem is looked after correctly. It is therefore important to spend 
time on developing methods for field measurements and to collab
orate in their standardization. 

The present work, part of a more extensive Nordic collaboration 
project being pursued by the Nordic Ventilation Group, is a trans
lation of Report T32:1982 from the Swedish Council for Building 
Research and constitutes the third revised, edition of Report 
R51:1974 'Methods for the measurement of airflow rates in' venti
lation $ystems'. _In determining the present mater.ial for field 
use. it has been our ambition to use the least complicated methods. 
However, every attempt must be made to further improve and simpli
~y the measuring technique. 

The aim in the present work has been tha~ the technician carrying 
out the measurements, assisted by descriptions of methods with 
their associated reports ' and tables for the registration of 
values both measured and calculated, shall be able to carry out 
and document the measurements within the limits -of the stated 
method error. 

The descriptions contain information about: 

o equipment required 

o necessary preparations for measuring 

o executing the measurement (measuring points, time~ etc) 

o necessary corrections of the measured values 

o measurement errors 

o evaluation of results. 

The report are arranged so that: 

o measuring points, and the values read and corrected 
are shown 

o the calculation methods for obtaining average values, etc, 
are shown 

o calculation of probable error (noting and calculation of 
variation range, instrument errors, method errors, reading 
errors and also probable measurement errors) can be carried 
out according to a definite system. 

Further, the descriptions and reports contain tables and conver
sion scales to simplify both fieldwork and the work of evaluation. 

The different measuring methods are divided into two groups, 
methods recommended and other methods. The recommended methods 
(R-me-t.hod6) are methods for which the method error is stated and 
where the method error is less than 10%. Thus it is these methods 
that shall be used in the measurement of the absolute values of 
airflow rates. 
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Methods in the other group are those whose uncertainty is unknown 
but high. These methods may in no circumstances be used when 
determining the absolute values of flow rates. But in certain 
circumstances they may be used when only relative measurements 
need to be done - see Chapter 3. 
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1 • 'IHE M8IHOOS I RANGE OF APPLICATION 

The methods presented here as R-methods can be used in agreements 
concerning the adjustment and inspection of ventilation systems -
see references /1/ and /2/. 

2. GENERAL Rml.JIIIDIDITs 

2.1 Calibration 

Instrument·s shall be calibrated with a method that gives a (known) 
low error. Calibration curves for which the correction - alter
natively the actual value - is stated shall be used. 

Calibrated value = value indicated + correction for the instrument. 

Thus 
as a 
done 
tion 

2.2 

the correction should be stated as an absolute value and not 
factor, in view of the fact that the correction shall be 
in the field. The calibration rules of the Nordic Ventila~ 
Group shall be followed - see references /3/ and /4/. 

Measurement 

A measurement shall be based on a well-defined method, where both 
the measuring points and the measuring instruments must be estab
lished. This does not mean that an instrument standard shall be 
established, but that a definite and standard procedure should be 
utilized for the instruments used. 

Measurement values are evaluated in a specific manner for the 
method, and then corrected with reference to that method. Usually 
here a correction factor must be used where: 

Correct value = measured value x correction factor for method. 

Regarding the correction factor for different methods see Chap
ters 5-9. 

2.3 Measurement errors 

The probable measurement error, m, shall be calculated in accor
dance with the following: 

where: 

m = 
1 

m = 
2 

m = 3 

m = I m2 + m2 + m2 % 
1 2 3 

( 1 ) 

error of measuring instrument, % 

error of measuring method, %, because of the nonagreement 
to the calibration method for the measuring method. 
Included in this type of error are also deviations from 
the calibration curve for mass-produced measuring devices, 
dampers or air terminal devices with built-in measurenent 
outlets (i.e. pressure nozzles) 

reading error, % 
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Random VtJtoJz. m1 

Even when a value read or a measured average value has been 
corrected with reference to the different factors there still 
remain random err~rs in a measurement. These depend, among other 
things, on the effects of hysteresis, for which correction cannot 
be made. These errors are discovered as deviations in the measure
ment values at repeated measurements of the same quantity and 
therefore appear for example in the preparation of a calibration 
curve when a band is obtained instead of a. curve. 

Random VtJto4 m2 

When measurements are carried out a carefully specified method 
should be used. Because of deviations from the method, for exemp
le the direction of the probe and the distance between the probe 
and inlet-register, etc, even measuring methods will produce 
certain random errors. The measuring methods available nowadays 
have different degrees of accuracy. 

Random VtJtaJz. m3 

Such errors can for example be referred to reading errors, so 
that scale graduation is· of great importance. 

Ex.ample on ~Jz. c.a.tc.ui..a..Uon 

The airflow rate is assumed to be measured through an air inlet 
register using method B1 in accordance with Chapter 6.1 (the 
inlet register is included in the group of exhaust air terminal 
devices). Measuring device: hot-wire anemometer. 

m1 Hot-wire anemometers at velocities exceeding approximately 
1 m/s can often show random errors of about ±2%. 

m2 

m 3 

m 

The instrument being calibrated quite naturally shows 
errors because of defects in the calibration method. If in 
such a case the hot-wire instrument is calibrated against 
equipment with an error of ±1% . the probabie error becomes: 

m1 = I 22 + 12 = ±2.2% 

Empirical values of m
1 

are obtained from reference /3/. 

For measuring method B1 is shown that within accuracy .range 
.1 the error m = ±5% (excluding reading and instrument 

2 
errors). 

The reading of instruments occurs with a varying degree of 
accuracy, one of the reasons being the graduation of the 
instrument concerned. Logarithmic or other nonlinear scales 
may within certain zones produce reading errors of ±3% or 
more. If the reading error is 0.1 m/s at a value read of 
3.5 m/s then m3 = ±3%. 

The probable error, m, with the selected measuring method 
and the selected hot-wire anemometer .becomes: 

m = / 2.2 2 + 52 + 32 i.e. m := ±6% 
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In measure~ent of the airflow rate in this example the deviation 
from the prescribed flow may thus be maximally about 9% so that 
the deviation may be kept within the maximum of 15% permitted by 
VVS AMA 72 (General material- and work specifications from HVAC
installations. Publisher: Svensk Byggtjanst AB, Stockholm, Sweden). 

2.4 Composite errors 

It is frequently impossible to measure. a certain quantity of 
interest. Then it ' has to be calculated in a roundabout manner by 
being expressed in other variables that can be measured. 

Example: 

a) 

If measurement of the total airflow rate cannot be carried out it 
must be determined b~r summing the partial airflow rates. 
The error in the diffe:ent J?artial ai:flow_rates. q

1
, ••• , ~ 

(m 3 /s) has been determined in conformity with point 2.3 above to 
m , ••• , m %. 

ql ~ 

where 

~ot = 
n 
r 

i = 
q. 

i 

~ot =total airflow rate, m3 /s 

Probable error in a. t = ~ m3 /s 
l.O ~at 

=I~ m q. 
(-ix )2 

i = 1 1 oo qi .. m 3 Is m 
~ot 

where 
m =probable error in the airflow rate q., % q. i 

i 

( 2) 

In equation (2) has been utilized a rule (rule 1) which says that 
..ht the ad<:UU.011 and .6u.b.tAa.cti.on ofi p~ va.fuu .the ab.6olu.te 
eJr.Jr.oM ht .the p~ va.fuu .6haU be. utilized ht c.alc.ula.U.on ofi 
.the p![.obable. eJr.Jr.ol[. of the total value. 

b) 

If the determination of a fan's total power requirement (P) shall 
be made with known values of the airflow rate (q m3 /s), the total 
pressure rise given by the fan (tipt Pa) and the efficiency (n%), 
a rule shall be used (rule 2) which says that ht mu.t.t-i.p.l<..c.a;tlon 
and cli.v.V....<...on ofi 6ac..toM :the. ![.e..f.o..tive. (Of[. pe.![.c.e.n:tua..t) eJr.Jr.oJL6 06 
the. 6ac..toJL6 .6haU be w.ie.d .i..n c.alc.ula:U.orr. ofi .the. p![.obable. eJr.Jr.o![. 
of the resulting value. 

where 

a x tip 
P = 1000 x n kW 

P = power requirement, kW 

Probable error in P = mp % 

5 
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m = / n;2 + ; 2 + ;,2 % 
p q /:.p n 

( 3) 

where 

m = probable error in q expressed in % q 

m/:.p = probable error in /:.p expressed in % 

m = probable error in n expressed in % 
n 

Examples of applications 

1. Determine the probable error, mqt t in the summation of the 
following three partial airflow m~asurements: 

ql = 26 l/s with probable measurement error mq = 6% 
i 

q : 31 1/ S II " " " mq = 7% 
2 2 

= 35 l/s " " " II - = 8% q mq 
3 3 

Utilization of equation (2) gives: 

m = / (o.o6x26) 2 +(0.07x31) 2 +(0.08x35) 2 l/s 
~ot 

m 
~ot 

= 3.87 l/s 

i.e. ~ot = 92 ±4 l/s or 

~ot = 92 l/s ±4% 

2. Determine the probable error, m , in determination of a 
fan's power requirement with thg help of the following data: 

The airflow rate (q) has been determined with the probable 
measurement error m = 6%~ The pressure increase t:.p across 
the fan has been de%ermined with the probable measurement 
error ~P = 9%. The efficiency n has been determined with 
a probabl·e .error of ffin = 8%. Application of equation (3) 
gives: 

m = I 6 2 + 9 2 + 8 2 = 13.5% 
p 

2.5 Measurement reports 

The forms for the different methods shown in Chapters 5-9 can be 
used for presentation of the measurement results obtained. 
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3. CCMPARATIVE MEASUREMENTS 

3.1 'Ihe relative method 

At certain times, for example in the balancing of installations 
by the so-called proportional balancing method, it is sometimes 
necessary to determine a relative airflow rate, that is to say 
the airflow rate through one device in relation to that of another 
device . . For devices of the same type and size the airflow rates 
can then be - estimated from information on the total airflow 
rate and average velocities across the device. 

This applies on condition that the ~verage velocity is measured 
in a reproducible manner - see section 3.2 'Determination of a 
characteristic average velocity'. If the devices are of diffe
rent size the average velocities measured must be multiplied by 
the gross area of the device so that a comparison of the airflow 
rates shall be possible. 

For each type of device the same type of measuring instruments 
shall be used when carrying out measurements. The measuring 
instrument shall be used in a reproducible manner and the instru
ment. shall be calibrated. 

VuCJvi.p.ti.on 06 :the method 

The relative method can be used for all types of supply and ex
haust air terminal devices if it is possible to determine a 
characteristic velocity across the device. The basis of the 
_method is that for every type of device a measurement is carried 
out of the airflow rate in a duct that supplies one or more de
vices of the same type with air. A characteristic average velo
city is measured for every device and the airflow rate is ·then 
determined by apportioning the absolu~e airflow measured in pro
portion to the average velocities measured. 

The method implies that for every type of fitting an effective 
area, Ak, or a conversion factor, k, must be determined which 
can be used in the measurement of devices situated elsewhere in 
the system. 

App.U.c.aU.on 1, dev-lc.u 06 :the .Mme .&.lze 

In measuring devices of the same size the measurements are carried 
out by determination of the device's effective area, Ak. This 
can be determined from the airflow rate, q, in the supply duct 
of the device and a characteristic average velocity, v~, across 
the device in accordance with the following relationship: 

Ak = _g_ 
Vm 

Example 1. The airflow rate to a device is determined to 0.13 m3 /s 
through measurement with a Pitot (Prandtl) tube. The average 
velocity across the device is measured with a rotating vane 
anemometer to 4.0 m/s. (See FIGURE 1a). The effective area then 
becomes: 

A 
0. 13 

k = """4:o = 0.032 m2 

7 
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If total airflow measurement is carried out in a duct that 
supplies a number of devices of equal size of the same type, the 
effective area can be determined from the equation: 

A =~ot 
-"k Lv 

m 

The airflows through the individual devices are then determined 
by the relation: 

q = ~ x 

0.13 m31s 
I 

v 
m 

b 0.39 m31s 
I 

J I - 1 
r 1 r i I 

4.0 mis 4.5 4.7 4.0 4.3 mis 

c 0.91 m31s 

- ±. 
l r r· i l 

A4•0.072 A3•0.072 A2s0.066 A 1•0.084 m2 

v4 • 3.5 V3 • 4.1 v2"' 3.7 v1 "'3.2 mis 

FIGURE 1. Determination of airflow rates by relative measure
ments. 

Example 2. The average velocity across four uniform dev1ces is 
measured with a rotating vane anemometer to values given in FIGURE 
1b. The total airflow rate for the three downstream devices is 
measured by traversing with a Pitot tube to 0.39 m3 /s. 

The effective area for these devices becomes: ·· 

~ o.39. o o3o 2 = 4.7 + 4.o + 4.3 = · m 

For the individual device the airflow rate is determined by 

q = ~ x vm 

that is 

ql = 0.030 x 4.5 = 0.135 m3 /s 

q2 = 0.030 x 4.7 = 0.141 m3/s 

q3 = 0.030 x 4.o = 0~120 m3 /s 

q" = 0.030 x 4.3 = 0.129 m3 /s 
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App.li.c.a..Uon 2, de.v..i..c.v.:. o 6 d..i..6 n vie.n.t .o..i..z e. 

When measuring on devices of different. size the measurements are 
carried out by determination of the conversion factor k for the 
device concerned. The airflow is now divided both on the basis 
of the average velicity measured ~nd on the characteristic area 
for each size of device. The characteristic area may for example 
be the gross .area of the devic~. 

The method is based on the assumption that the conversion factor 
is constant and independent of device size. In fact however the 
factor varies somewhat with the size of the device. Therefore 
the method should only be used when difference . in size of the 
devices is limited. 

If total airflow rate measurement is undertaken in a duct to a 
single device with-the area A (m2) and a characteristic average 
velocity v (m/s), then k is determined by: m 

where 

q 

k · = ---9. 
A x v 

m 
• 

=the airflow rate measured in the duct (m 3 /s). 

If the duct supplies n devices with airflows q1 , q2 , ••••• , qn 
and if the average velocities across th~ devices.are v

1
, v 2 , •• , vn 

and the areas A1 , A2 , •••• ,An, then k is determined by 

k = ~~. ~~......_~~~~~~ 

Av +Av +• •• Av 
i l 2 2 n n 

The airflow rate through the individual devices of the same type 
is determined by: 

q. = k x A. x v. 
1 i i 

Example 3. The average velocity across four devices is measured 
to values in accordance with FIGURE 1c. The stated areas are 
presumed to be gros3 areas. The total airflow rate for the three 
downstream devices is found to be 0.91 m3 /s by measurement in 
the duct. 

k - 0 • 1 - 1 126 
- 0.084 x 3.2 + 0.066 x 3.7 + 0.072 x 4.1 - • 

The airflow rate through each individual device becomes: 

ql = 1.126 x 0.084 x 3.2 = 0.303 m3 /s 

q2 = 1.126 x 0.066 x 3.7 = 0.275 m3 /s 

q3 = 1.126 x 0.072 x 4.1 = 0.032 m3 /s 

qi+ = 1.126 x 0.072 x 3.5 = 0.284 m3 /s 

9 
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Sou.ILC.e..t. on VV!..OJz. 

The relative method is based on an absolute measurement of the 
airflow rate in a duct and it is therefore necessary that the 
measurement is carried out with the greatest possible accuracy. 
It must be ensured that there is no unreasonable leakage between 
this measuring point and the devices. Attention should also be 
given to possible leaks where the devices join the duct. 

In the above example leakage of the duct system has been dis
regarded. If the leakage is evenly distributed over the system, 
the total airflow rate measured should be reduced by the measured 
or calculated airflow leakage prior to calculation of the conver
sion factor or the effective area. 

M e;tho d VV!..O Jz. 

The method error when the relative method is used is not known 
in detail. In the bel:it c..tU>e, when devices of the same type and 
size are used and when the installation conditions are similar, 
the probable error in estimation of the airflow rate through the 
individual devices is approximately 10%. 

3.2 De~tion of a characteristic average velocity 

Measurement of airflow rates through supply or exhaust air ter
minal devices, when using a conversion factor or an effective 
area, is based on the measurement of a characteristic average 
velocity across, the device. In order to obtain a reproducible 
value this measurement of velocity must ·.be carried out by a 
specified method. Only exceptionally have device manufacturers 
supplied such measuring meth--ds. In most cases therefore it is 
necessary to decide oneself on a method for determination of the 
characteristic average velocity. Below are given some rules 
that should be followed in the selection of measuring points 
and instruments. 

GJU.il.e6 

Measurement of grilles can be achieved by traversing with a 
rotating vane anemometer. Traversing technique is described in 
Chapter 6.6. If the anemometer is equipped with a stopwatch, the 
measurement time is selected so that the anemometer cuts out 
when measurement in the last section is completed. 

Velocity measurements can .also be done with other types of ane
mometers, for example a hot-wire anemometer. The velocity is 
then measured between the fins at a number of points evenly 
distributed over the grille. Every measurement value is corrected 
with reference to the calibration curve and then the average 
velocity is determined as the arithmetic average, or mean, of 
the values measured. 

Measure~ent with these instruments, because of the usually quite 
large variations in velocity across the grille area, is often 
more uncertain tpan measurement with the rotating vane anemometer. 
With regard to accuracy of measurement the velocity ratio between 
the maximum and minimum velocities should not exceed· 1.5. 
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I Slot a..iJr.. teJr.m-i.n.a.l de.v,i_c_M 

Measurements on slot air terminal devic~s are carried out using 
the same principles as for grilles. 

Ai.A di 6 6 tLO eJt,6 

Measurements on air diffusers can be carried out with a Pitot tube 
velometer or hot-wire anemometer. The measurement as done at 
four points on two diameters right-angled to each other in the 
middle ring-shaped slot (slot R2 in FIGURE 4) at the distance 
y/b = 0.8. See FIGURES 2, 3 and 4. 

In the case of circular air diffusers the goints should be 
positioned on diameters that are turned 45 in relation to the 
direction of the flow in the horizontal main duct. The average 
velocity is determined as the arithmetic average of the values 
measured. 

It is important that the probe of the anemometer is placed in the 
same position and at the same angle for the different measure
ments. FIGURE 3 gives exampl.es of the probe positioning with 
differing types of instruments. Every instrument- and every posi
tion has its particular conversion factor. 

All air diffusers included in the measurement shall be set at 
the same position to make it possible for the same conversion 
factor to be used. It must be borne in mind that an alteration 
in setting may cause greater or lesser changes in the airflow 
depending on the type of air diffuser. 

Like slot air terminal devices, in the case of air diffusers the 
velocity ratio between the maximum and minimum velocity should 
not exceed 1.5. Generally the situation is that measurements on 
air diffusers often suffer from great uncertainty. Frequently 
the measurements can be carried out by using method C3 (see page 
72), which can also be used for relative measurements. 

-

FIGURE 2. 

·m -
I 

Positions of measuring points in measurements of air 
diffusers. In the measurement of circular air diffu
sers the measuring points should be positioned on two 
diameters right-angled to each other, forming av 45° 
angle to the direction of flow in the main duct. 

1 1 
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FIGUP.E 3. Examples of positioning of probes in the measurement 
of air diffusers. 
a) Pitot tube b) velometer c) hot-wire anemometer 

• 

~//A~ ~/ ! v 

FIGURE 4. Cross section of ceiling air diffusers showing desig
nations y and b. 

Exha.u.bt tUJt. teJl.mi.na.R.. devic.u 

Measurement on exhaust air terminal devices can be carried out 
using the same principles as for air diffusers, that is through 
the determination of a characteristic average velocity from 
measurement at four points. In· most cases, however, measurement 
c~ be done both faster and'more reliably using method B3 (see . 
page 59), with which the exhaust airflow is measured directly. 

Nozz.tu 

Measurement in high pressure systems, on for example induction 
units, with nozzles, is carried out by measuring the pressure 
drop across the nozzles. The square root of the pressure drop 
is proportional to the airflow rate. 

OtheJL devicu o~ openin.g~ 

When perforated sheet-metal panels are used over a greater sur
face as supply or exhaust devices or if specially designed ope
nings are used it is impossible·to determine a characteristic 
average velocity with sufficient accuracy. In such cases the air
flow must be determined by means of an absolute measurement in 
the air duct. 
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4. BASES OF CAI.CUIATIONS 

In this chapter an acc ount is given of the most frequent quar.ti
ties and conversion formulae in the determination of airflow 
rates. 

H ydJt.a.u.U.c. cUo.m e.-tvr. d h 

~ = 4 x A 

where 

A 

0 

= cross section area of duct 

= circumference of duct 

For a rectangular duct this becomes: 

~= 

where 

2 x a xb 
a + b 

a and bare the duct's sides in m. 

For a circular duct this becomes: 

~ = d 

where 

d =the duct's diameter 

Ve.n¢ily on l.he. a1.Jt p 
" 

m 

2 
m 

m 

m 

m 

"' 

B 2.73 I 3 p = 1 • 293 x 760 x 273 + t kg m 

where 

S = barometric pressure in mm Hg 
. . oc t = air temperature in 

( 1 ) 

( 2) 

(3) 

·rf B is stated in mbar then the following is obtained instead: 

B 273 
p = 1• 293 x 1013 x 273 + t kg/m 3 (4) 

In low pressure systems it is not necessary to consider the 
effect of static pressure on the density. 

However, in high pressure systems this may be actual. Cal
culations are then made in accordance with the following: 

13 
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B + p x 0.0075 273 
s I 3 p = 1.293 760 x 273 + t kg m 

where 

B = stated in mm Hg 

Ps = static overpressure in the duct in Pa 

If B is stated in mbar then: 

B + ·C.01 p 273 - s 
p = 1.293 1013 x 273 + t kg/m3 

Vyn.am.lc. p!r..MJ.>Wt.e. pd 

where 

pd = p x v 2 
2 

Pa 

v = air velocity in m/s 

If pd is required in mm WG then: 

Pv2 
p = -- mm WG d 2g 

.where 

g = 9.81 m/s 2 

AJ..Jz. v e.loUty v 

v=R m/s 

where 

Pd is stated in Pa. 

For p = 1.2 kg/m 3 becomes: 

v = 1.29 I Pa 

Alternatively equation (9a) may be written: 

v = 1 • 29 Ip d 1 ~ 2 m/s 

If pd is given in mm WG then: 

~ v = p m/s 

For p = 1.2 kg/m 3 then: 

v = 4.04 ~ m/s 

( 5) 

( 6) 

( 7) 

(8) 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(9c) 

( 1 Oa) 

· ( 1 Ob) 
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Alternatively equation ( 10a) may be written: 

v = 4 • o4 Ip ..!...:1. 
d p m/s ( 1 Oc) 

CoMe.c..tiono 6oJr.. aA.Jr.. de.noil.y 

a. During the proportional balancing of air terminal devices 
and branch ducts no correction is required for varying 
air density on condition that the whole system is balanced 
in the same working conditions. Therefore, for example, 
the reheaters in air terminal devices and duct branches 
must be shut off. 

b. Corrections for air density in measurement with Pitot tu~es 
and micromanometers are carried out inconformity with the 
method described in Chapter 5.1. This correction refers to 
the density at the time of the measurement. 

As the rated velocity is usually obtained from a rated airflow 
of density 1.2 kg/m 3 at the fan inlet, the velocity measured is 
comparable with that rated only if the density at' the time of 
measurement is also 1.2. If the density deviates the velocity 
measured must first be corrected to be valid at p = 1.2, as the 
fan always transports the same flow of air independent of its 
density. Subject to the parameters being equal, correction is 
only required if the density Pm at the time of measurement devia
tes from Pr at the fan inlet. In this case is obtained the equa-
tion. 

pm 
m/s v = v x -

k m Pr 

where 

vk = corrected velocity m/s 

v = measured velocity m/s m 

Note that heating or cooling coils in ducts between the fan room 
and the measuring site must be shut off before the measurement .' 
of v is carried out. m 

1 5 
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5. MEm:IODS FOR MEASURrnG IN DUCTS 

SWtvey 06 R-me;thod.¢ 

Method Designation 

Traversing with Pitot tube 
in duct with: A1 

circular cross section 

rectangular cross 
section 

Permanent measuring devices: 

A 11 

A12 

Method.error 

4-6% recommended measuring plane 
7% alternative measuring plane 

4% recommended measuring plane 
7% alternative measuring plane 

17 

X-measuring tube LFMC 

X-measuring tube LFMR 

Duct .air measuring 

~ A21-1 1 
A21-2 

~See installation requirements for 
method concerned at error limits 
5 and 10% · 

device EHBA 

Duct air measuring 
device DAMD 

Annubar 

Pressure measurement. 
in circular 900 bend 

Measuring bend BUM 90 

Measuring device Iris 

Measuring ring MR 

Measuring damper SGH 

Measuring damper SKS-M 

Measuring unit CME 

Determination of airflow 
rate using a tracer gas 

I 
A22 

A23 

A24 

A25-1 

A25-2 

A26 

A27 

A28-1 

A28-2 

A29 
r 

A3 5 or 10% 

5.1 Traversing with a pitot tube in duct with circular or 
rectangular cross section (Method A11 and A12) 

The method signifies that the airflow rate is calculated from 
a series of velocity measurements in the cross section of a duct. 
Determination of velocity is done with a Pitot tube with which 
the dynamic pressure at the measuring point is obtained. The 
velocity is calculated from this ~ressure. 
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Equ.-Lpmen.t 

o Pitot tube (graduated in cm) 

o Rubber or plastic tubes 

o Manometer (micromanometer, U-tube) 

o Thermometer 

o (Aneroid barometer) 

o Equipment for making holes, and plastic plugs 

o Stand for Pitot tube (used in cramped measuring situations) 

o Steel measuring tape 

o Report forms 

o Ladder 

P1tepaJL.a:ll.on6 I meiuwUn.9 .6.Ue) 

1. Measuring shall be carried out in a measurement plane loca
ted as FIGURE 5. Note that the distance between the measure
ment .. plane and .the 60Uow.-i.n9 obstacles to the flow shall be 
2 to 3 x d (or with rectangular ducts 2 or 3 times the 
hydraulic diameters dh). 

2. Remove external insulation. Avoid measuring in internally 
insulated ducts as it is difficult to determine the dimen
sions accurately. If measurement does occur in internally 
insulated ducts then the measuring points in accordance 
with TABLES 1 and 3 must be recalculated. 

3. Ensure the lighting at the measurement position is good. 

P 1tepa.Jta.Uo n6 ( ru.twme.nUi l 

1, ·set up the manometer horizontally on a stable base-

2. Couple the tubes between the Pitot tube and the manometer. 

3. Check that the column of liquid is free from air. 

4. Adjust the manometer to the correct angle. To obtain the 
best reading accuracy it is important to use the angle 
that gives the greatest deflection, 

5. If necessary check and adjust the manometer's zero setting. 
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FIGURE 5. Guide for positioning of the measurement plane. 

Circular cross section: 

.a > 5d at recommende.d measurement plane 

a > 3d at alternative measurement plane 

Rectangular cross section: 

a ~ 6~ at recommended measurement plane 

a > 3~ at alternative measurement plane 

TABLE 1. 

Nominal ) 
diam. mm1 

100} 125 JI 
160 . 

200 
250 
315 
400 

500 
630 
800 

1 000 
1 250 

Positions of measuring points at measurement in re
commended measurement plane. Circular cross section. 

Me.a.6u.Jz.ement.6 ~hal.1. p~e6VlA.bly be done .in c.on6a~y 
wUh c.a..6 e A kp 
o~ J...6 ,th,U, ~ hnpo.M.<.ble .in c.on6o~y- wUh c.a..6e B rep 

Measurement plane 

• --r 

-·- -
A 

<• 
0 11d 

I • 0~0.Cld 

Positions of measuring points, e-d , mm 

a 

29 
36 
46 

20 
25 
32 
40 

22 
27 
34 
43 
54 

b 

7i 
89 

114 

100 
125 
160 
200 

145 
185 
230 
290 
360 

c d 

180 
225 
283 
360 

355 478 
445 603 
570 766 
710 957 
890 1 196 

1 • In accordance with duct standard SIS 82 72 06. For the 
older standard, SIS 82 72 03, points are selected in 
accordance with TABLE 5. 

2 . Diameter of the Pitot tube ought not to exceed 1/30 of the 
duct's diameter. With duct dimensions < 200 mm a Pitot 
tube with diameter 3-4 mm should be used. · 
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TAELE 2 . Positions of measuring points at measurement in the 
alternative measurement plane. Circular cross section. 

Me.a.J.>Wte.me.n-U tlha.U. be. c_a.JUt,.(_e.d out o.£..ong two c:Ua.me.-te.M 
-<.n th.e. bv..:t o& :the. me.a.J.>Wteme.n:t p,fa.nv.. -<.nvv..;U.ga.:te.d. 

The number of measuring points, depending on dimension group, 
shall be: 

d < 160 at least 6 measuring points per diameter 

200 < d < 400 at least 9 measuring points per diameter 

500 < d < 1 250 at least 10 measuring points per diameter 

In selection of measuring points along the particular diameters 
the following applies: 

o the first and last measuring points shall lie 15 mm from 
the wall of the duct 

o the other measuring points shall be distributed evenly 
between the first and last points 

o any maximum or minimum velocity shall be determined both 
as to position and size. 

TAELE 3. Positions of the measuring points in the recommended 
measurement plane. Rectangular cross section. 

,, I I '" "~'"'"~ wnh •-d•o< '"""""SIS 82 72 04 

--- L; ________, 

Two alternatives "tor L2 : I 200 < L2 S 300 
II 400 < L, S2 000 

For alt. I note that: a" 0.08 · L2 , b" 0.43 · L2 , c • 0.57 · L
2

, d .. 0.92 . L, 

For alt. II note that : a" 0.060 · L,, b • 0.235 · L,, c "'0 430 · L2 , d • 0.570 · L,. 
e"0.765·L2 , f "0.940·L2 

Three alternatives for L1 : 

(1) 200 < L, < 400 @ 400 < L, .$. 800 
@ 

800 < L, .$. 2 000 

L ' -B-· -·-·-· 1 ' 
2 .,.._ I I I 

_____!. 
~ 

c 
~. --

L2 200 250 

a 16 20 
b 85 110 
c 115 140 
d 184 230 
e - -
f - ~ 

300 400 

25 25 
130 95 
170 170 
·275 230 
- 305 
- 380 

~, ==-8-·-·-·-·--· -- ·- ·~.-. ..__. . _... 
L 1 IL 1 
2 .... :i.:-= ·--·- ·- ·-

For these alternatives the following positions of 
measuring points are then obtained: -

500 600 800 1 000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 

30 35 50 60 70 85 95 110 120 
120 140 190 235 280 330 375 420 470 
215 260 345 . 430 515 600 690 775 860 
285 340 455 570 685 800 910 1 025 , 140 
380 460 610 765 920 1 070 1 225 , 380 1 530 
470 565 750 940 1130 1315 -1 505 , 690 1880 
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M e..ai> U.Jtem e.n.t 

It is important that the Pitot tube is held parallel with the 
direction of flow (a faulty inclination may produce a faulty 
measurement value, too high or low) and at the correct measuring 
point. 

Select the measuring points. Here are used the distances ·given in 
FIGURE 5 as a guide in selection of the measurement plane. 
Following certain types of disturbances, for example a throttling 
device, considerably greater distances may be required. With cir
cular ducts the measurement plane 3hould be located at least 
150 mm upstream of the connection piece. In the case of rectangu
lar ducts the measurement plane should be situated at least 50 mm 
upstream of the slip joint. Rectangular ducts with a dimension 
of > 600 mm are usually cracked. If possible measurements should 
be carried out from a side which is not cracked. 

First determine the distribution of velocity in the .measurem~nt 
plane. For velocities below 3 m/s a Pitot tube should not be 
used for measuring. 

1. Measure the dynamic pressure at the centre of the cross 
section. 

2. Find the position of the maximum dynamic pressure and note 
its position and value. 

2.1 If this maximum is situated farther from the duct wall 
than 0.1 d (0.1 ~) and- the maximal dynamic pressure is 
less than 2 x dynamic pressure at the centre, the me..al>U.Jte
men.t plane .(}.i accepted and measurement points are then 
selected according to TABLES 1 and 3 with regard to the 
measurement plane recommend~d· 

2.2 If both conditions are not fulfilled a new recommended 
measurement plane is sought. 

2.3 If no measurement plane that fulfills the conditions can 
be discovered then the alternative measurement plane is 
selected in accordance with 2.4 below. 

2.4 The maximal dynamic pressure is located farther from the 
duct wall than 0. 1 d ( O. 1 a.,) and less than 4 x dynamic 
pressure at the centre. Further, counterflow may not occur, 
that is the dynamic pressure may not be negative. Measuring 
points are selected here from TABLES 2 and 4. 

3. If no measurement plane that fulfills the conditions, 
according to 2.1 and 2.4, can be located, airflow measure
ment with a Pitot tube should not be carried out. 

4. After measuring the holes are sealed. 

Repo-'Lt 

In report forms A 1:1 and A 1:2 (pages 26 and 27) are noted also, 
in addition to the measurement values (dynamic pressure), the 
barometric pressure, temperature of airflow and duct dimensions 
including distance to any obstacles to the flow. Further, any 
pulsations in velocity are noted. Note that when measuring in 
accordance with TABLE 2 the positions of the measuring points 
must be entered on form A 1:2. 
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In calculation of the airflow rate correction must be made for: 

1. instrument error. This is done using the manufacturer's 
instructions or the instructions given in the calibration 
certificate of the instrument, 

2. air temperature and barometric pressure, This correction 
(k 1 ) is carried out as TABLE 6. For accurate measurements 
the barometric reading must be added to the change in 
pressure caused by the fan, 

3. shape of duct (measuring points used). This correction 
(k 2 ) is carried out as follows: 

a ) c.Utc.u.la.Jt CJW.6 .6 .6 ec..tio n : 
d .:S. 160 mm-+ k 2 = 0.96 

200 < d < 400 mm -+ k 2 = 0.97 

500 .:S. d .:S. 1 250 mm-+ k 2 = 0.98 

b) ~ec.-t.a.n.gulalt. c~o.6.6 hec..tion: 

small insertion side ~L 1 > L2 ) -+ k
2 

= 0.94 

larg~ insertion side (L1 < L2 )-+ k
2 

= 0.98 

c) .6qu.aJL.e ~o.6.6 .6ec..tion (L 1 = L 2 ): 

k2 = 0.96 

Me.MWL.ement ~oM 

Errors caused by meas~ring instrument: systematic measurement 
errors may occur, among other reasons, because of a faulty in
clinat~on (> 10°) of the Pitot tube, air bubbles in the micro
manometer' s shank or because the manometer does not have the 
correct angle of inclination. 

Method errors (see VVS AMA 72, p 22): random errors can occur 
for example because of a skewed velocity profile in the cross 
section to be measured. The error, with the recommended measure
ment plane and case A, is approximately 4%. With mea~urement in 
accordance with case B the method error increases to 6%. 
With an alternative measurement plane the method error is 7%. 

Reading errors (See VVS AMA 72, p. 22): in pressure measurement 
the reading error can be set at ±0.3 of a scale division. In 
pulsating pressure (velocity) there is in addition 1/8 of the 
amplitude of the pressure reading. The reading errors at 
different amplitudes and different manometer inclinations are 
shown in TABLE 7. 

TABLE 4. Positions of measurement points when measuring in 
alternative measurement plane.; Rectangular cross 
section. 

In relation to Table 3 the number of measurement lines are altered 
for the separate cases 1, 2 and 3 as below: 

C?, _~ • @L1-a @ 
'i .J..__ .t-• - a--•--' t 6 - •-•-•- •-•-• 

~· :-~·- ·-·-·- ·- ·~ ~· ~·- . :=:==:=:=: . ' ----
~ 

3L 1( !:--------. 
e' :r g· · · ·-·-·§< 
~, T,:=:=:===: ~ 
8 1-_·-·- ·- ·- · ._ 

~ .. 
~ 

Distances a-fas in TABLE 3 . 
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I TABLE 5. Positions of measurement points when measuring in 
recommended measurement plane with duct dimensions 
in accordance with the older siandard, SIS 82 73 03. 
Circular cross section. 

PJz.e.n VUl.bly the. me.a-6UJteJ!1e.n.-t6 .oha..U. be. c.a.MJ..e.d ou.t -<.n 
a.c.c.oJz.da.n.c.e. wi;th c..a..o e. A 'C' 
OJ!. A..6 :thM A...o A..mpo.o.oib.te. c..a..o e. B v 

Positions of measuring points, a-d, mm 
Size I Measurement plane a b c d 

10 30 72 
13 39 94 
15 44 108 

20 20 102 185 
25 25 125 230 
30 31 155 275 
35 36 180 320 
40 

l 41 205 365 
-
50 ••0.957• 22 150 360 485 
60 26 180 435 585 
80 35 235 575 780 

100 44 295 720 970 
125 55 365 900 1 215 

TABLE·6. Correction factor k 1 for temperature and static 
pressure. 

emperature 
in duct 0 c 

I Static pressure in duct mbar 

I 

970 - 1 000 - 1 030 -
000 1 030 1 060 

- 10 
I 0.98 

+ 10 0.96 0.95 

+ 11 

+ 30 I 1 .02 1.00 0.98 

+ 31 

+ 51 I 1.05 1 .04 1 .02 

L 
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TABLE 7. Reading error in Pa at different amplitudes and 
manometer inclinations 

Estimated average 
amplitude in mm 

Manometer incli-
nation K 

0. 1 

0.05 

I 0 I 2 

±3 ±6 

±0.3 ±0.6 

±0.2 ±0.3 

I 5 I 10 I 20 

±9 ±16 ±28 

±0.9 ±1.6 ±2.8 

±0.5 ±0.8 ±1 .4 

Example: If the average amplitude is estimated to 4 mm at an 
0.1 inclination, a reading error is obtained on the 
manometer of 0.8 Pa. If the measurement value has been 
estimated as 80 Pa the relative reading error thus becomes 

o.8 
80 x 100 = 1% 

Eva1.u.a;U.on 

a. Recommended measurement plane: The method of procedure is 
shown in measurement report A 1:1. 

b. Alternative measurement __ plane: Evaluation is carried out 
in accordance with measurement report A 1 : 2 in combination 
with the drawing of the product vk x r for the two dia
meters in the measurement plane, see FIGURES 6a a.n~ 6b. 
The numerical values of vk x r are obtained from measure
ment report A 1:2. 

In FIGURE 6b_the function vk x r is approximated with triangles, 
where the heights of the . triangles h , h , h

3 
a,.pd h are deter

mined. The triangles are drawn into ihe tigure so that the trian
gular areas become equal.to the sectioned areas. The airflo~ q in 
m/s is obtained from the following equation: 

Tid 
q = ""8" <~1 + h 2 + h 3 + h~) m3 /s 

Rema.Jl.iv.i 

Measurement of airflow yelocity with a hot-wire anemometer: 
To determine the airflow in a duct a hot-wire anemometer can be 
used for measurement of the airflow velocity on condition that: 

o · the hot-wire anemometer has a probe with an approximately 
point-shaped sensor, . 

o the handle of the instrument is not thicker than the com
parative Pitot tu~e would be, 

o the same rules and correction factors are used as apply 
for measuring with a Pitot tube, but with the exception 
of correction factor k 1 , 
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o the hot-wire anemomete~ is carefully calibrated at the tem
perature prevailing in the duct. (If the calibration is only 

. 0 0 
carried out at 20 C and the measurement at, say, 30 C an 
error of more than 10% of the ai;flow velocity may occur. 

It is advantageous however to use the Pitot tube for checking 
the dynamic pressure at the centre of the duct as well as the 
maximal dynamic pressure and its position. 

a b 
A 

vk x r 

B B 
h, 

Af" h2 I~ ;:::~'=~~.'.: . 

I ---r- I A (:/S~X:fi;:::M'':'':f::,::§~H:;t A 
A 

d 

vk x r 

h3 
h4 

B r.::,;::::::~:~::::::r,:::a.r::::*:::::::::~·,,,,,::::::1 B 

FIGURE 6. Evaluation method when using alternative measurement 
plane. 
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MEASUREMENT REPORT A 1 :1 
Auignment No 

Dine 
Measurement of airflow rate in duct, Pi tot tube 

Measured by 
Recommended meesurem1mr plene and 

alr11rnative measuremenr plane when cross iection is recrangular Page of 

Object I Measurement position (drawing numbe", etc .) 

Obstacles to flow at measurement position : Before: Type Distance Ahar:Type Distance 

d• 
- ----- L.2 

Notes : 
State dimensions ~-- . 

0 ~I I 
Dynamic pressure et centre ................ 

Merk posit ions 
of measuring poi11ts Mex . dynamic pressure .......••..........•. 

Designation es Amplitude± ............................ mm TABLES 1 and 3 , 
alternatively 

Correc- I Corrected 
· p ·· f d · I 

distance in mm Manometer Incl i net ion Dynamic Velocity I osit1on o max. ynam1c: pressure .....•.. , 

v reading of mane· pressure, tion for in· dynamic v --·-· · · · -··--·mm from the duct 
meter strument pressure 

Outdoor temperature .......... . ........ 
0 c Pa Pa Pa m/s , Barometric pressure 

2 B s · -·········-····· -··· · - ··· ·· · ····· · · mbar 
j 

3 Static over or under-pressure in duct 

4 
l::i.P,. ••.•.•..• Pax 0 .01 s ·-- - --·· - - - · mber 

5 
Static pressure in duct 
P
1 

• B+f-l::i.P
1 

s . . . . .. ... . .. . . ......... mbar 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 
' 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Total ··· ···---·-·· ··· -··· ·· ···· ·····-··-· ·· ········-···· · ···--- -· 

Average velocity vm ··········· · ················----- --- -·· m/s 

Correction for temperature! ·--------· · · ° C I Instrument error m 1 ..•...... .... ........ % 

and static pressure k1 ·------ ~--- mbar (TABLE 61 
Method error mi-----·-··----- -----·-··-·· % 

Correction k2 for shape of duct ···· ····· ········ · ·-···--··· · 
Reading error m3 ·--········-····-······· % 

Corrected velocity vk = vm x k1 x k2 m/s .............• m/s (TABLE 7) 

Cross section area of duct A·- ·-· ·-···· · ·· · ·········-·· ·· : m
2 Probable error m ......................... % 

Airflow rate q = vk x A ... . . . .. . .... : .•..... .•. .. ••..•• .. m3/s 

Conversion scale dynamic pressure in Pa C>- velocity in m/s (20 "c, 1 013 mbar) 
1 1.5 2 3 4 5 10 15 20 

Dynamic pressure Pa 
I I J I I I J I I 1 I I I I I I , I I ,· I I i'l 1 , 11

1
Ti1111i1111 i1

1
111111ri I , , I 

1
1 I I , 1 

Velocity ~is I I 
I 

I 
I 

I I f I I I ' 1 1 
I ' 1

1 
I' I I I r I I I r I I I I I 11 11 11111111 I I I 

1 1,5 2 3 4 5 

20 30 40 50 100 150 200 300 400 500 
Dynamic pressure I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I ii I II I 11 " ii 1111I1111lip11 I I I I I 1 I I I I 1111 !'11 Iil111il1 111l1 11 1l111tl1111 I 

I 't,elocity m/s 11 1 1 1 I t 1 1 1111111111 r 1 
1 

1 
1 1 1 

1 I ' 1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 r I 1 1 _ 1 I 1. 1 I 1 

6 7 8 9 10 15 . 20 30 
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MEASUREMENT REPORT A 1 :2 
Measurement of airflow rate in duct, Pitot tube 

Alternative measurement plane 

Assignment No . 

Date 

Measured by 

Page 

Measurement position (drawing numbers, etc.l 

27 

of 

~ I ostacles t.O flow at measurement position : Before : Type Distance After: Type Distance 

State dimensions 

ark positions 
measuring points 

Distance r 
IAr;co rd lng to 

GUR E 6 , 
ml ' 

v 

d• 

0 
Temperature............. d C in duct 

Static pressure.... . . ... .. mbar in duct 

Correction factor k 1 • • • ••• . (TABLE 61 

Mano- Inclination! Dynamic Correc- Corrected , Velocity 
meter !' of mane- pressure l tion for in-1 dynamic 
reading meter strument pressure I v 

Pa Pa Pa m/s 

Corrected 
velocity 
vk(vxk 1 ) 
m/s 

vk x r 

m 21s 

Not es : 

Dynamic pressure at ce.ntre __ _________ _ 

Max . dynamic pressure .... .. •. . ........ 

Amplitude ±.·--·-·------- ------·- --mm 
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Assignment No 

MEASUREMENT REPORT A 1 :2 Date 
Mea5urement of airilow rate in duct , Pitot tube 

,...__ 
r5ataf u.,,, MeHured by 

Alternative measurement plane 
Page of 

Objec1 I Measurement position (drawing numbers, etc .) 

Obstacles to flow a1 measurement position : Before : Type /;end Distance P. ~ N(, After: Type 8tvK:r' Dim1nce ~. 1 hf,. 

d• 0.2,JW Temperature •... ~-~- -- 0 c in duci 
Notes : 

Staie dimensions - A -
Dynamic pressure a1 centre .... fl?. ... 

Mark positions 808 Static pressure .. :_~;/ mbar in duct 

Max . dynamic pressure ... • -2.~ ....... of measuring points 
Correction factor k 1 ....... (TAB LE 6) 

Amplitude ± ......... . .... f'. ...... mm Distance r 
according to 
FIGURE 6, Position of max. dynamic pressure .... r (m) Mano- Inclinatio n Dynamic Correc- Corrected Velocity Corrected . .... ... . .. . .. mm from the duc1 

\j 
meter 'of mano- pressure Ilion for in- dynamic velocity vk x r 

-C,, 0 reading meter strumen1 pressure v vk(vxk 1 ) 
m 2/s Pa Pa Pa mis mis 

Outdoor temperature.............. C 
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I. 
FIGURE 7, Evaluation with alternative measurement plane. Example. 

5.2 Pennanent :rreasuring devices (Method A 21 - A 29) 

The rules given below for permanent measuring devices give the 
necessary installation measurements in ventilation systems so 
that the error caused by positioning and size of airflow does 
not exceed the error limits ±5% or ±10% (for method A 26 8%). 

The rules include stated measuring devices mounted in ducts where 
the air velocity lies between 3 and 15 m/s. 

The rules are based on investigations where 90° bends with the 
same dimensions as the ducts and in some cases throttling dampers 
have been utilized as disturbing elements, 
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5 • 2 • 1 .r.Easuring X -tubes types LFM:: arrl LFMR (Method A 21 ) 

The measuring X-tube is manufactured in standard dimensions for 
both circular and rectangular ventilation ducts. 

The measuring device is intended for permanent installation in 
the duct system. When measurement is to be carried out a mano
meter is attached by tubes to the two measurement outlets of 
the X-tube - see FIGURE 8. The flow as a function of the measured 
pressure difference is obtained from the manufactuxer's data 
sheet. 

Measuring device LFMC in circular duct - Method A 21-1. Measuring 
device LFMR in rectangular duct - Method A 21-2. 

Equ-i.pment 

o Manometer 

o Rubber or plastic tubes for connecting to pressure nozzles 

o Diagram (the airflow as a function of characteristic pressure). 

Me.a..6Wtement eNWIL 

The method error m
2 

= 5% or 10% subject to the minimum require
ments for straight sections preceding and following the measure
ment device as shown in TABLES 8a and 8b. 

Ca.Li.bJULtl..on me;t.hod 

See reference /4/. 

SuppUVL.6 

Mat- och Underh8.llskontroll AB, Stockholm, Sweden. 
Industriventilation AB. Vaxjo, Sweden. 

TABLE Ba. Requisite straight sections preceding an.d following 
circular measuring device, LFMC. 

Type of disturbance Straight section preceding device 
m2 = 5% m2 = 10% 

One 90° bend preceding device 5.5 x D _1) . 

0 . Two 90 bends preceding 
device, both bends in . 
s8:me plane 6.5 x D 

. _1) 
' 

0 . Two 90 bends preceding 
device, bends in a plane 
at right-angles to each . 

l) other 14 x D -

The straight section downstream from the measuring device > 2 x D to 
the nearest disturbance. D indicates the duct's internal diameter. 

1 ) Error does not exceed error limits at least practical 
installation distance. 
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FIGURE 8. Measuring X-tube, airflow measurement device, types 
LFMC and LFMR. 
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TABLE 8b. Requisite straight sections preceding rectangular 
measuring device, LFMR. 

Type of disturbance 

h 
. 0 One orizontal 90 bend 

preceding device 

Two horizontal 90° bends 
preceding device 

. 0 One vertical 90 bend 
preceding device 

. 0 Two vertical 90 bends 
preceding device 

Straight section 
m

2 
= 5% 

10 x ~ 

13 x ~ 

_l) 

2 x ~ 

preceding devicJ\ 
m

2 
= 10% 

2 x ~ 

2 x ~ 

_1) 

_1) 

1
) The error does not exceed the error limits at least practical 

installation diEtance. 

T"ne straight section downstream from the measuring device ~ 2 x db 
to the nearest disturbance. 
dh gives the hydraulic diameter of the duct. 

5.2.2 Airflc:M :rreasuring device EHBA (Method A 22) 

Airflow measuring device EHBA is a device for measuring the 
airflow in circular duct systems. It is ~ntended for permanent 
installation and can be used for both instantaneous as well as 
continual airflow measurements. See FIGURE 9. The measuring 
device will comply with the duct standard and has two nozzles 
for connecting the measuring tube to the manometer. For installa
tion and measurement instructions see the manufacturer's re
commendations. 

Equipment 

o Manometer 

o Measuring tubes for connecting to pressure nozzles 

o Flow chart 

M e.aJ.i UJtem e.n;t VVW!l.. 

The method error m = 5% with the minimum demand for straight 
sections as stated

2
in the man~facturer's measurement instruc- · 

tions. 

Co.Li.bn.a.:U.cm method 

See reference /4/ 

Supplien. 

Flakt AB, Stockholm, Sweden. 
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1 Casing 
2 Orifice plate 
3 Flow chart 
4 Pressure outlets for 
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FIGURE 9. Principle construction of airflow measuring device 
EHBA 

5.2.3 D..lct Air Measuring Device, DAMD (Method A 23) 

This measuring device, DAMD (Duct Air Monitor Device) manufac
' tured by the Air Monitor Corporation, USA, functions in prin
ciple as the measuring X-tube in 5.2.1. But the probes are placed 
somewhat differently and require an airflow straightener. 

The device is available for both circular and rectangular ducts 
within the flow rate area 0.07-70 m3 /s. It can be completed 
with a reading instrument graduated either for velocity or flow 
rate. 

Equ.,{.pme.nt 

o Manometer 

o Measuring tubes for connecting-to pressure nozzles 

o Flow chart 

• • 

5 s 

FIGURE 10. DAMD 
T =total pressure nozzle 
S = nozzle for staiic pressure 
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Me.MWz.eme.nt e.NtoJz. 

The method error m = 5% or 10% for the minimum demands for 
straight sections tefore and after the measuring point shown in 
TABLE 9. 

Ca.L<..bJr..a..t,{_on method 

See reference /4/. 

TABLE 9. Requisite straight sections preceding measuring 
device DAMD 

Type of disturbance Straight section preceding device 
m2 = 5% m = 10% 

2 

One 90° bend preceding device 7.5 x D -l) 

Two 90° bends preceding 
device, both bends in 

i) same plane 5.5 x :q -
0 . Two 90 bends preceding 

device, bends in plane at 
right angles to each 

i) other 5.0 x D -

The straight section downstream from the device > 2 x D to the 
hearest disturbance. D gives internal diameter of quct. 

i) The error does not exceed the error limits at the least prac
tical installation distance. 

5.2.4 Annubar (Method A 24) 

The Annubar airflow measuring device is constructed for measu
ring in-liquids or gases. FIGURE 11 shows the principle of the 
probe construction. The measurement device is available in sizes 
suitable for duct diameters up to 900 mm for ventilation systems. 
Larger measuring probes are available for other applications. 

Annubar type '73 is suitable for duct diameters of 40-400 mm. 
Annubar type 74 is suitable for duct diameters 80-900 mm. 

A characteristic pressure 6p is measured with the measuring 
probe and with knowledge of the probe's length and dimension of 
the duct, the flow, q, is calculated using the information given 
in the -manufacturer's catalogue. The measuring device can be 
fitted with a reading instrument graduated either for pressure 
or flow rate. 

There is also a simpler version of the permanent measuring device · 
called Airbar. However, the method error and length of the 
straight section required are n·ot known. 
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: Equ.ipme.n.:t 

o Manometer 

o Measuring tubes for connecting to pressure nozzles 

o Flow chart 

~ e..a.-6 Wtem e.n.:t eJlltOJt 

The method error m2 = ;% or 10% subject to the minimum require
ment for straight sections preceding or following the measure
ment device - see TABLE 10. 

CoL<.bJta.t,{.on meX.hod. 

See reference /4/ . 

Su.ppLi..eJt 

Gustaf Fagerberg AB, Stockholm, Gothenburg and Sundsvall, Sweden. 

______ ... 
Direction of 
airstream 

--------

Total pressure 
nozzle 

FIGURE 11. Principle construction of Annubar airflow measuring 
device type 73 • 
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TABLE 10. Straight sections required preceding measurin~ device 
Annubar. 

Type of disturbance Straight section preceding device 
m = 5% m2 = 10% 

2 

One 90° bend preceding device (.0 x D -1) 

Two 90° bends preceding 
1 • 

device, both bends in _1) 
same plane (. 5 x D 

Two 90° bends preceding 
device, bends in plane 
at right-angles to 
each other 8.0 x D 6.5 x D 

Straight section downstream from measuring device > 2 x D to nearest 
disturbance. D gives internal diameter of duct. -

i) Error does, not exceed limits of error at the least practical 
installation distance. 

5.2.5 Pressure rrea.surernent in bend of a duct (Method A 25-1) 

Here the method consists of measuring the pressure-differences 
between two points lying on the same line from the centre of a 
bend and in the central plane of the bend, see FIGURE 12a. One 
of the measuring points lies in the duct at the bend's inner 
radius and the other at the bend's outer radius (see more detailed 
description in Technical Report No. 19, 1973:4 - in Swedish -
from Institution for Heating and Ventilation Technology, Royal 
Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden). 

A pressure difference 6p is measured with a micromanometer 
between the two measuring outlets (M in FIGURE 12a) and the flow 
obtained from DIAGRAM 1 for compression moulded bends. 
DIAGRA!{ 1 applies for p = 1.2 kg/m 3

• For other densities the 
flow obtained in DIAGRAM 1 is multiplied by 

;-g 
p 

or alternatively with the value according to TABLE 6 (page 23). 

M 

· FIGURE 12a. Bend with pressure nozzles M. 
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FIGURE 12b. BUM 90° measuring bend . 

.. 

·: I, i ' i ~ v;·, .FllT 1RR97FT71 .' l lnu-v - I" / I I/ / ! " T i • 1 ·1 I ;+=1 

4 t1 a 1 

DIAGRAM 1. 

EquA.pme.n.t 

0 Manometer 

0 Measuring tubes for connecting to pressure nozzles 

o Flow chart, see DIAGRAM 1. 

M e.M Wtem e.YLt eJr.Jto Jr. 

The method error 
requirements for 
measuring device 

m
2 

= 5% respectively 10% subject to the minimum 
straight sections preceding and following the 
shown in TABLE 11a. 

Ca..Li..b~o~ method 

See reference /4/. 
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5.2.6 BUM 90° measuring bend (:t-Ethod A 25-2) 

This method is almost identical with method A 25-1. The diffe
rence lies in a somewhat different location of the pressure out
let, see FIGURE 12b. The same diagram (DIAGRAM 1) for determina
tion of the flow as applies for method A25-1 also holds for this 
method. 

M eM UAeme.n.t eNWJt 

The method error m ·= 5% respectively 10% on condition that the 
requirements for straight sections shown in TABLE 11~ are ful
filled. 

Ca.Li..bJta.;t,{,,on method 

See reference /4/. 

Su.pp.U.eJL 

Lindab Ventilation, Bastad, Sweden 

TABLE 11a. Straight sections required preceding bend of a duct 

Type of disturbance Straight section preceding device 
m2 = 5% m

2 
= 10% 

' 0 • One 90 bend preceding the 
device, both in same plane 8 x D 4 x D 

One 90° bend preceding the 
device in plane at right-
angles to each other 7 x D 4 x D . 

. 
Throttling damper prece-
ding the device 10 x D 4 x D 

The straight section downstream from the measuring device > 2 x D 
to the nearest disturbance. D gives the duct's internal di-;;;:-meter. 
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TABLE 11b. Straight sections re~uireC. preceding measuring device 
BUM 90. 

Type of disturbance 

One 90° bend in plane at 
right-angles to the 
device 

0 . • 
Two 90 bends preceding 
the device in same plane 
as device 

Two 90° ·bends preceding 
the device. Bends in 
plane at right-angles 
to each other 

Throttling damper (45°) 
preceding device 

Straight section preceding de.vice 
m2 = 5% I m2 = 10% 

8.5 x D 4. 5 x D 

7 ,5 x D 4 x D 

6. 5 x D 3 x D 

9 x D 6 x D 

The straight section following the measuring device .2:. 2 x D to 
the nearest disturbance. D gives internal diameter of duct. 

5.2.7 'Ihe Iris regulator and measuring device (Method A 26) 

The Iris regulator and measuring device is an adjustable measu
ring device for obtaining different rates of flow. The device is 
provided with a 1-9 scale for the setting of the Iris damper. 
Measurement of pressure drop occurs through nozzles situated on 
both sides of the device. Because of its adjustability the 
device is specially intended for use in connection with the 
adjustment of ventilation systems. 

Equ-i.pme.n.i: 

o Manometer 

o Measuring tubes for connecting to pressure nozzles 

o Flow chart 

M e.aJ.> Wteme.n.i: eJWJ ll 

The method error m
2 

= 8% with the installation instructions 
supplied by the manufacturer, that is straight duct section 

.2:. 5d preceding and straight duct section .2:. 2d following the 
device. 

Ca.li.b11.a.:tum method 

See reference /4/ 

SuppUvc. 

Jan Grimming AB, Hagersten, Sweden. 
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[ 
D 

! 
d 

Jl1 ! • 
Size 010 012 016 020 025 031 040 050 063 000 

d 98 123 158 196 248 213 398 498 628 798 

D 150 210 2'JO 280 350 420 560 710 950 1al0 

H 65 65 65 65 70 70 150 150 150 150 

FIGURE 13. The Iris regulator and measuring device. 

5.2.8 Measuring ring MR (~thod A 27) 

Measuring ring MR is a nonadjustable measuring device for measu
ring the airflow in ventilation installations. The airflow is 
determined by measuring the differenc~ in pressure that arises 
across the measuring ring and from readings on a calibration 
curve of the equivalent flow. Measuring ring MR is available in 
sizes up to 1250 mm. 

FIGURE 14. Measuring ring MR 

iO:quipme.nt 

o Manometer 

o Measuring tubes for connecting to pressure nozzles 

o Flow chart 



r 
Me.MWteme.n-t VUW!t 

The method error m2 = 5% respectively 10% subject to the minimum 
requirements for straight sections preceding and following the 
measuring device shown in TABLE 12. 

Calj_b.trAf.A..on 

Se reference /4/ 

SuppUe.Jt 

Jan Grimming AB, Hagersten, Sweden 

TABLE 12. Straight section required preceding measuring ring 
MR 

Type of disturbance Straight section preceding device 
m2 = 5% I m2 = 10% 

One 90° bend prec~ding ~evicel 4 x D I _1) 

Two 90° aends preceding 
device, both bends in same I I _1) plane 2 x D 

0 d" Two 90 bends prece ing 
device, bends in plane at 
right-angles to each 

I I _1) other 2 x D 

Throttling dampe·r (45°) 
preceding device I 7 x D I 2 x D 

1
) The error does not exceed the error limit at the least 

practical installation distance. 

Note: Straight section after the device > 2 x D to the nearest 
disturbance. 

5. 2. 9 Measuring dan;>er SGH (Methcx:l A 28-1) 

This measuring damper, manufactured by AB Bahco Ventilation, is 
illustrated in FIGURE 15. It consists of a sliding plate in a 
special fixture. Measurement of pressure decrease across the 
damper is done through nozzles situated at both sides of the 
device. The damper, because of its possibilities of different 
settings, is intended as a combined adjustment and measuring 
device. 

Equipment 

o Manometer 

o Measuring tubes for connecting to pressure nozzles 

o Flow chart 
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TABLE 13. Straight sections required preceding measuring 
damper SGH 

Type of disturbance Straight section preceding device 
m

2 
= 5% m

2 
= 1 0% 

One 90° bend preceding device 6 x D 2 x D 

Two 90° bends preceding 
device, both bends in same 
plane 8 x D 2 x D 

0 . Two 90 bends preceding 
device, bends in plane 
at "right-angles to each 
other 6 x D 2 x D 

Note: Straight section after the device > 2 x D to nearest 
disturbance. D gives internal diameter of duct. 

Table 13 is valid on condition that the sliding damper covers 
at least 40% of the duct's internal diameter. 

.. 

FIGURE 15. Measuring dampers SGH and SKS-M 
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M e.cL6 Ult.em e.YLt VIJt.O Jt 

Method error m = 5% or 10% on condition that the requirement 
. 2 • - • . • 

for straight sections shown in TABLE 13 is fulfilled. 

Cilib!ta.tion me.thod 

See reference /4/ 

5.2.10 Measuring~ SKS-M (Methcrl A -28-2) 

This measuring damper, manufactured by Ingenjorsfirman Ole A 
Larsen A/S of Norway, is illustrated in FIGuRE 15. As measuring 
damper SGH, it consists of a sliding plate in a special fixture. 
Measurement of pressure drop across the damper is done through 
nozzles positioned at opposite sides of the device. 

Equipme.n-t 

o Manometer 

o Measuring tubes for connecting to pressure nozzles 

o Flow chart 

tJ. e.cL6 Wteme.n-t eNt01t 

Method error m = 5% or 10% on condition that the requirement 
for straight s~ctions in TABLE 13 is fulfilled. 

Cilib!t.ation. me.thod 

See reference /4/. 

SuppUeJL 

Beterma Maskin AB, Hagersten, Sweden. 

TABLE 14. Straight sections required preceding measuring 
damper SKS-M 

Type of disturbance Straight section_preceding device 
m2 = 5% I m2 = 10% 

One 90° bend preceding device! 7 x D I 5 x D 

Two 90° bends preceding 
device, both bends in 
same plane I 7 x D I 4 x D 

Two 90° ·bends preceding 
device, bends in plane 

I I 

at right-angles to 
each other I 8 x D I 5 x D 

Straight section after device > 2 x D to nearest disturbance. 
D gives internal diameter of d~ct. 

The Ta-:::ile is valid for all settings 1-9. For setting 4 and above 
the lower values given in TABLE 13 may be used. 
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5.2.11 Measuring unit Q.IB (Methcx:l A 29) 

Measuring unit CME is a nonadjustable device for measurement of 
the airflow in ventilation systems. The unit is made by Stifab 
AB. Airflow rate is determined by measurement of the pressure 
difference across the central body. The airflow rate is then 
obtained from the manufacturer's diagram. 

Equ.lpment 

o Manometer 

0 Measuring tubes for connecting to pressure nozzles 

o Flow chart 

M ea..6 Wvi.n.g eJlJWll. 

Method error m
2 

= 5% or 10% at the minimum requirements,shown in 

TABLE 15, for straight sections preceding and following the 
measuring device. 

r:a.LtbJta.t,,i.o n m e;tho d 

See reference /4/. 

Su.ppUe11. 

Stifab AB, Jonkoping, Sweden. 

TABLE 15. Straight sections required preceding measuring 
device CME 

Type of disturbance Straight section preceding device 
m = 5% I m = 10% 

2 2 

One 90° bend preceding device! 3 x D _1) 

0 • Two 90 bends preceding 
device, both in same plane I 2 x D 

Two 9.0° bends preceding 
device' bends in plane at 
right-angles to each 
other I 2 x D 

Throttling damper (45°) 
preceding device 6 x D 

_1) 

_i) 

2 x D 

i) The error does not exceed the error limit at the least prac
tical distance for installation. 

Note: The straight section downstream from device > 2 x D to the 
nearest disturbance. 
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Size A Weight ,. 00 mm kg 

012 90 0.3 
016 90 0.4 I 020 90 0.5 

o1-111- rn - - 025 90 O.~ 

!@_ 031 90 0.9 
040 91 1.2 
050 130 2.4 
063 130 3.2 

FIGURE 16. Rating details for permanent measuring unit CME 

5.3 Determination of airflo.v rate using tracer gas 
(Method A 3) 

One of the difficulties involved in measuring the airflow rate 
· in ventilation ducts is that there are often insufficient straight 
sections preceding or following the measurement plane. This 

.applies both in ·measuring with permanent measuring devices and 
also when a Pitot tube is used. 

On the other hand, when tracer gas is used for the. measurement 
of airflow rate, it is an advantage to have many turbulences 
induced by dampers, bends, etc. For the tracer gas method may 
only be used when a homogeneous mixture of the tracer gas in 
the air can be maintained. The method is based on injecting a 
known low rate of a tracer gas into the ventilation duct. When 
the tracer gas further dpwnstream has become well-mixed with the 
ventilation air the concentration of the tracer gas is determined, 
when the airflow rate can also be determined. 

Vu cJU.p.U.O rt o 6 me.tho d 

The method presumes a continual, known flow rate of tracer gas, 
qs(m 3/s) and that the tracer gas is well mixed with the air 
transported in the duct, q ( m 3 ! s). If the concentration in the 
cross section used for sampling is called Cs with steady-state 
condition the following relation is obtained: 

qs 
q = -

cs 

If the air contains a certain initial concentration Ci of the 
tracer gas the relation becomes: 

where 

q 

qs 

Cs 

Ci 

qs 
q = Cs - ci· 

=transported airflow rate, m3 /s 

= injected t~acer gas flow rate, m3 /s 

= gas concentration at steady-state in the cross section 
used for sampling 

= initial concentration of tracer gas in the duct. 

See further description in ISO 4053/1 - 1977 (E). 
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E q u.-i.pm e.nt 

o Tracer gas analyzer 

o Tracer gas (N 20) + reduction valve (manometer) 

o Flowmeter for tracer gas (rotameter) 

o Probe for distribution of t~acer gas in the duct 

o Probe for sampling 

o Drill for making holes in the duct 

o Plastic plugs to plug holes when measurement completed. 

An example of how measuring equipment can be arranged is illu
strated in FIGURES 17b and c. 

t,. '·k:::-/1 Fan 
q, 

Flowmeter 
( Rotameterl 

I 
Valve for fine 
adjustment of 
pressure 

Reduction valve 

Gas cylinder, N20 

c. 

Gas analyzer 

FIGURE 17a. Measuring layout - skeleton diagram. Method A 3. 

The injection nozzles for tracer gas are arranged here so that 
the tracer gas is distributed at four points along a diameter 
that is 63% of the duct's internal diameter. After the nozzle 
fixture has been inserted into the duct two of the four nozzle 
tubes are diverted and all four tubes are adjusted so that the 
nozzles reach their · intended positions in the duct with regard 
to the dimension of the duct concerned. The nozzle fixture for 
sampling is ~ealt with in a similar fashion. 

~:·:".c··-
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!/Injection 
' " n ~ ~ ozzle 
~ · . 

.. 

Manometer 

Reduction ~ 
val_ve for fine • / 
adjustment -

Auxiliary pump 

Sampling ', 
nozzle~\ · 

Indicator, I gas 

_, 

Tracer gas 
analyser· 

Transformer 

FIGURE 17b. Example of how measuring equipment can be arranged 
for measuring as method A 3. 

d 
·~ 
0))/ 

FIGURE 17c. Example of equipment for distribution of tracer gas 
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Calc.u..e.a..u.o n o f:, .the. a.JJt f:, low Jt.a..te. 

The airflow rate is calculated in accordance with the above fo: 
mulae. If a rotameter is used as a flowmeter for tracer gas it 
must be calibrated for the actual tracer gas. It is quite irnpo . ib
le to use a single factor for conversion of the rotameter's ca: 
bration curve from air to tracer gas. 

The flow rate of the tracer gas, qs, is converted to apply at e 
prevailing temperature in the ventilation duct. Therefore the 
temperature of the tracer gas must be measured when passing 
through the rotameter. Tbe corrected flow rate is obtained fro: 

where 

qStr 

Pt 

Ptf 

Ptd 

Ptf 
- q -qscorr - Str ptd 

= tracer gas flow rate at tracer gas temperature at 
flowmeter 

= density of tracer gas 

= density of tracer gas at flowmeter 

= density of tracer gas at duct air temperature 

Temperature of 
tracer gas (N 2 0) 

oc 

5 
20 

35 

Density of 
tracer gas 

Pt, kg/m 3 

1.93 

1.83 

1. 73 

The airflow rate, q, in the duct is obtained as: 

q = qscorr 
C - C· s l. 

M e.M Wte.m en;t eJVLO 1t 

Probable measurement error, rn, is made up by: 

instrument error, m
1 

method error, 

reading error, 

m 
2 

II! 3 

Errors apply for determination of flow ra~e of the tracer gas 1d 
in part of determination of its concentration. If the flow ra-
of the tracer gas can b.e arrived at with the measurement erro: 
mf% and the concentration of this gas (Cs) can be determined 
with the measurement error mk% the probable measurement error 
becomes mq in q: 

-------
mq = I ( mf) 2 + ( mk ) 2 



r 

{ 

If a homogenous mixture of the tracer gas is .obtained the method 
error is usually negligible and solely due to leakage from the 
duct between the tracer gas inj ec.tl.on and the sampling cross 
section. If a tracer gas analyzer of good quality is used the 
measurement error ~q can be estimated to 7%. 

R e.q t.U.r..em e.ntJ., 6 o Jr. a. homo g e.rtc :.:A m-<xtwr.. e. . o 6 . tJw.c. Vt gall 

The distance necessary to enable the tracer gas to mix with the 
air in the duct is called the mixing length. This mixing length 
is defined as the shortest distance at which the greatest varia
tion in Cs is less than a previously determined value. The· 
mixing length is therefore not a fixed value but varies subject 
to the permitted variation in the concentration. 

To obtain tl:e highest accuracy in measur~ment of the airflow rate 
it is necessary to ensure the least possible variation during 
the measuring phase. But in practice greater variations have to 
be accepted because sufficiently-long straight sections are not 
available. If the tracer gas is injected similarly through a 
number of openings in the cross section (at least four) ' and · if . 
the ~ampling is carried out at more than one point, then a con
siderable decrease in the mixing length can be 'obtained. See 
TABLE 16. 

A considerable decrease in the mixing length is also obtained 
if the tracer gas is injected upstream of a fan. See TABLE 16. 

TABLE 16. Requisite relative mixing length (L/dh) for method 
~rrors of 5 and 10%. 

Type of test rig 

Straight duct without disturbance 

Injection at centre 
SamplinR at centre 

Straight duct without disturbance 

Injection through a ring whose 
diameter is 63% of the duct's 
(4 holes in ring) 
a) Sampli~g at centre 
b) Sampling at 4 points in 

duct (situated as in 
injection) 

Duct with two 90° bends 

Injection through a ring whose 
diameter is 63% of the duct's 
(4 holes in ring) 
a) Sampling at centre 
b) Sampling at 4 points in 

the duct (situated as 
in injection) 

Injection preceding a fan and 
sampling following fan 

Injection through a ring whose 
diameter is 63% of the duct's 
(4 holes) 

L/dh for error 

m2 = 5% m2 = 10% 

Bo 60 

25 20 

15 10 

20 15 

10 5 

10 5-
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6. ~ODS FOR MEASURING JIT EXHAUST AIR DEVICES AND AIR 
INTAKE GRILLES 

SUJtve..y 06 R-me.thod-6 

Method 

Traversing with a hot-wire 
anemometer on rectangular 
device using 4-point method 

Measuring pressure drop with: 

probe 

permanent measuring outlet 

Measuring with anemometer 
equipped with a hood 

Measuring of centre velocity in 
circular exhaust air openings 

Measuring with rotating vane 
anemometer on intake grilles 

Designation 

B 1 

B 21 

B 22 

B 3 

B 4 

B 5 

Method error' 

5-8% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

7% 

8% 

6. 1 ·Traversing with hot-wire anem:xneter on rectangular 
devices by the 4-point method (Method B 1) 

The. method, which is applicable to rectangular or square exhaust 
air grilles, assumes the measurement ·of the air velocity at four 
points - see FIGURE 18. The ~easuring probe must be located at a 
definite distance from the grille. It is important that this 
distance is correct so that the stated correction factors shall 
be applicable. The measuring probe shall be of the hot-wire 
a~emometer type with a rather point-shaped sensor. 

The airflow rate is obtained from the equation: 

q = k x vm x A m3 /s 

where 

k = flow rate factor as DIAGRAMS 2-10 

Vm =average velocity at measuring :roints 1-4, m/s . 
. Here, as always, consideration must be given to the 
instrument correction for the four sub-measurements 
prior to calculation of the aver~ge value 

A =total area of grille openings (B x H), m2 

Equ.ipme.nt 

0 Hot-wire instrument (including distance block, 25.4 mm, 
see FIGURE ·18). 

0 Thermometer 

o Steel measuring tape 

o Report forms (B 1) 

o Drawings 
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.~/4~a 
t-"T 

,____ 1 
·4 2. H 
~ 3 
B/4!a • . 

·~ 

H, B a,mm 

<200 1 

200-500 2 Hot·wire instrument 

>500 4 

FIGURE 18. Location of measuring points when measuring according 
to method B 1. · 

p 11.e.paJta.:t<.o YL6 

Measure the dimensions of the device, B and H, as FIGURE 19. 

If the device is equipped with a damper the relative opening 
d

1
/d

2 
is estimated according to FIGURE 19. 

Prepare the instrument, check and adjust zero setting, battery 
voltage, etc. 

Note blade-angle of the device according to the manufacturer's 
information. 

L -
d - ' -2 --.....d = re' 1~ 

,,,..,,.~ 

FIGURE 19. Dimensions B and H of measuring device. Estimate 
'relative opening of device d1 /.d

2
• 

Me.M <.Uu'..ng 

Measure the air velocity at points 1, 2, 3 and 4 (FIGURE 18) in 
plane situated 25.4 mm ±0.5 mm in front of the grille. Measure
ment (with points in the order 1, 2, 3 and 4) is made twice. 
A reading is taken after 15 seconds at each point so as to ob
tain a representative average value. Measure the air temperature. 
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The exhaust air grille must be situated in a wall and in the 
same plane as the wall. 

Re.pou 

In report B 1 are entered the values read for velocities and 
air temperatures, duct dimensions, damper position and the blade
angle of the device. In addition velocity pulsations are noted. 

The average value of the velocities obtained is then calculated. 
In calculation of the airflow rate correction is made for instru
ment errors, method errors and air temperature. 

Correction for instrument errors and air temperature is carried 
out using the calibration curve for the instrument used and 
with consideration of the air temperature noted. 

Correction for measuring points used: the average value of the 
velocities obtained is corrected in accordance· with report B 1, 
when the correction factor is obtained from DIAGRAMS 2-10. 

M e.M Wt em e.n.t eJULOJt 

Error of the measuring instrument m
1

: random errors as stated 
by manufacturer or as the information in the calibration chart. 

Method error m2 : systematic measurement errors occur, among other 
things, when the measuring probe is positioned at a wrong angle 
or at a wrong distance from the grille.Random method-errors are 
presumed to be ±5% within accuracy range 1 (see DIAGRAMS 2--10) 
and ±8% within measuring accuracy range 2. 
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DIAGRAM 4. Measurement of airflow rate with rectangular exhaust air device and air 
inrake grille using a hot-wire instrument Correction for measuring points (flow factor k). 

--- ______., ---., 

DIAGRAM 3. Measurement of airflow ;ate with rectangular exhau.st air device and air 
intake grille using a hot-wire instrument. Correction for measuring points (flow factor k). 
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DIAGRAM 6. Measurement of airflow rate with rectangular exhaust air device and sir 
intake _qrille usinq a hot-wire instrument. Correction for measuring points (flow factor k). 

DIAGRAM 5. Measurement of airflow rate with rectangular exhaust air device and air 
intake grille using a hot-wire instrument. Correction for measuring points (ffow facror k I. 
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DIAGRAM 8. Measurement of airflow rate with rectangular exhaust air device and air 
intake grille using a hot-wire instrument. Correction for measuring points (flow factor k). 

-

DIA GRAM 7. Measurement of airflow rate with rectangular exhaust air device and air 
intake grille using a hpt-wire instrument. Correction for measuring points (flow factor k). 
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DIA GRAM to. Measurement of airflow rate with rectangular exhaust air device and sir 
;,, ,,,.J,,.11 ,.,;/In .... ; ... ,. '!'II J..,. ,._ 1..1uirn inrlr11.-nrt,. r,. 1,.rll!ll#*'#il"lrt ,,..,. ,,,,.,tu~r11rin11 ,.,.,,;,.,.r llln11t1 l!!Arl'nr ,, J 

DIA GRAM 9. Measurement of airflow rate with rectangular exhaust air drJvice and air 
int1:1lt-o ,,,;110 11rinn • ,,,..,._..,:ra in~,.rllPttl!lrtt rnrr.Atrt'inn_lor.JntMl.ft.Jrjna....r.Ja.in..tt lflnyt factnc • J 
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1 Assignment No 

MEASUREMENT REPORT 81 Date 

.r Measuring of airflow rate at ~ectangular exhaust air dev ice . Measured by 
and intake grille with hot-wire instrument 

Page of 

Object Measurement position (drawing numbers, etc .) 

~ -
Meas. 

Velocity Correction 
Device BxH Area A 8 14 H/4 Damper Blade- point 

(instrument 

No. mm m2 mm mm opening angle Reading calibration) Measured 

~- % 0 m/s m/s m/s 

,~ 

,-
~ Instrument error m1 ± ............ .... _ % kV ....... · .. ------~-------~----········ mis 

Method error m2 ± ··········-····· % 
vm • 1 /8 x 2:v ••••••••••••• . •••••••. mis 

, . 
Reading error m 3 ± ···· ···-·-· ···· % 

Method correction k as DIAG. 2-10 

Probable error ± ···-······--· ·· % 
Flow q z A x vm x k --------···--· m 3 /s 

I Air temperature reading -------····-------· 0 c 

I 
[ , 

. 

u 
Instrument error m1 ± ........ ......... % 

!:v .••• ·-·········-· ·--··--··· ·· ··-·· mis 

l . Method error m2 ± ······-----··-·· % • 
vm • 1/8 x 2:v ···-······---·····-··· mis 

Reading err.or m3 ± ·····---- ······· % 
Method correction k as DIAG. 2-10 

Probable error ± ·-· ···· ··- ·· ·· ·· % 
Flow q •A x vm x k ······-···---- m> /s 

I. 
Air temperature reading ······ · •• •• • •••••• • a C 

~I.. 

[_ 

l 
l ~ ± ....... .......... % 

!: v ..•.••••..••.••.••• •••••.•.•.•.••••• m/1 
Instrument error m 1 

Method error m1 ± .......... ...... % 
vm • 1 /8 x 2:v ...•. . .•.....••..•.•.. m/1 

Reading error m3 ± ···-·······-·· % 
Method correction ,k as DI AG . 2-1 O 

L Probable error ± ······ ···-·· ···· % 
Flowq •Ax vm x k .••••.......•• m' /1 

Air temperature reading ·--········- ······ • c 
I ...... 
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6.2 Measuring pressure drop with probe (Method B 21) 

A measuring probe is introduced behind the device where a charac
teristic pressure drop is measured. The airflow is obtained from 
a chart as a function of the characteristic pressure drop and 
the setting of the device. 

U.m..i.;to.;tW no 

Because of the pressure conditions downstream from an exhaust 
air device the following points must be fulfilled for this 
method: 

o The manufacturer/supplier of the device must state 
exactly where the measureme~t of pressure shall be 
carried out and how the measuring probe shall be 
designed, or supply a special measuring probe. 

0 The manufacturer/supplier of the device must supply 
a diagram of the airflow as a function of the charac
teristic pressure difference. 

Equ-i.pme.n-t 

o Measuring probe in accordance with the manufacturer 1 s 
instructions 

o Manometer 

o Tubes, rubber/plastic tubes to connect probe and manometer 

o Chart of characteristic pressure as a function of 
airflow and intended for this kind· of measurement 

&! e.a..o Wt.em e.n-t eNWll.. 

The measuring method requires great care with regard to the 
positioning of the measuring probe. The method error, m

2
, if 

the above-mentioned aspects are given attention, is approxima
tely ±5%. · 

1 

~ ...... . 
I ... •-4 ... • ;, 

<I • v "'<I~ -
1..;· • . ~ · ~· . 
Ut~:: \P 

2 

D.p 
•mm 

6 8 10 12 1416182023 

'}-~~~~...,.~~~~~..-~~....-~-.-~~ Q 

FIGURE 20. Example of measuring as method B 21. 
1) Measuring probe, which is connected to manometer. 
2) Diagram showing characteristic pressure difference as a 

function of the airflow rate with the slot width as a 
parameter. 
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6.3 Pressure drop rreasurement by permanent measuring nozzle 
(Methcx:l B 22) 

During manufacture the device is fitted with a permanent pressure 
outlet or a special measuring mouthpiece. A manometer is connected 
to whichever is fitted and a characteristic pressure is obtained. 
The airflow rate is obtained from a chart as a function of the 
characteristic pressure differ~nce and the reading of the instru
ment. 

U.rn,i,tatio YL6 

Only a limited number of air terminal devices and fittings are 
prepared for this kind of measuring. It should b~ a useful method 
in practice for integrated light fittings, where it is otherwise 
very difficult to carry 9ut measurements. 

In practice the measuring outlet may be so placed that it is 
necessary to remove a casing or a protective plate, which can 
be very ·time-consuming and often have the effect that the measu
ring method is impracticable. 

Equ.lpmen:t · 

o Manometer 

o Connecting tubes 

o Chart of airflow as a function of pressure drop measured. 

Me.a.-6Wtemen:t eNLOJT .. 

Accuracy of the measuring method depends on: 

o reliability of the manufacturer's chart ' 

o effect of possible spread between different devices 

o possible deposit of dirt in the device 

With a well-manufactured and clean device of good design m
2 

= 5% 
can be obtained. 

6.4 Measuring with an anem::::meter fitted with a hood 
(Method B 3) 

There are at present available a few different types of hot-wire 
instruments for the determination of airflow rate through exhaust 
air devices. Well-known makes are Swema's AFM-66B and Wallac's 
GGA-238 for which measuring hoods AM-300, 600 and 1200 are avail
able. In addition to these instruments there is also a mechanical 
airflow meter, Veab LM-200. These three instruments have different 
ranges of flow as appears from TABLE 17. 

You can yourself construct a measuring instrument consisting of 
a hood fitted with, for example, a rotating vane anemometer at 
one end. 
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The calibration curves of the instruments are influenced to a 
certain degree by the type of exhaust air device on which it is 
used. The instrumentsmaygive an error of ±5% depending on the 
type of valve. Calibration in combination with the actual 
installation of the instrument should therefore be carried out 
if the greatest possible precision is to be obtained. 

All measuring instruments fitted with a hood affect the airflow 
through the device because pressure drop occurs in the measuring 
hood. This effect is unavoidable if the measuring instrument is 
not provided with an auxiliary fan that compensates for this 
drop in pressure. Easily handled instruments of this type are not 
available at present.· However, by means of a rather simple calcu
lation it is possible to allow for this influence on the airflow 
rate. The following equation applies: 

where 

q 

qm 

bPsm 

q = n;p;q m /~--
l:ipsm m3 /s (l/s) 

= airflow rate through device at pressure drop bps 
when the measuring instrument is not coupled 

=airflow rate.through device at pressure drop l:iPsm 
across the device when the measuring instrument 
is coupled 

= static underpressure downstream from the device minus 
the pressure .drop across the measurir.g hood. 

Alternatively TABLE 18 can be used. 

Equ.lpmen;t 

o Flowmeter 

o Calibration curve for instrument in combination with 
the actual measuring device 

o Micromanometer including connecting tubes. 

M e.a..6 WI.em e.nt eJL!l..o Jz. 

If the instrument is calibrated together with the device with 
which it is to be used the error, m2 , is estimated at 5%. 
Correction for pressure drop across the measuring hood is 
obtained from TABLE 18. 
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TABLE 17. Flowmeters 

Type of instrument Airflow range m3 /h l/s 

Swema AFM-66B 5-30, 30-230 1.4 - 64 

Wallac + ·AM-:-300 ' 20-300 5.5 - 8'3 

'Wallac + AM-600 50-750 14 - 208 

Wallac + AM-1200 100-1500 28 -417 

Veab LM-200 20-200 5.5 -

TABLE 18. Correction factor for ·pressure drop across flowmeter 

Pressure drop across 
the flowmeter as a 
% of the pressure 
drop across ~he exhaust 
air device 1 Correction factor 

5 1.01 

10 1.05 
.. 

20 1. 11 

i) Inclusive pressure drop to nearest bifurcation. 

q 

--
4 

3 
.._~~~~~~~.._~--+V 

FIGURE 21. Example of measuring as method B 3. 
1) Sealing 
2) Measuring hood 
3) Indicator instrument graduated e,g, m/s 
4) Calibration curve showing measured airflow rate q as a 

function of measured velocity v. 
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6.5 Measuring of velocity at centre of cj...rcular exhaust air 
openings (Method B 4) 

With this method the velocity is measured at the centre of the 
exhaust air-duct's opening, when the value obtained is multi
plied by a factor kin accordance with DIAGRAMS 11 and 12 in 
order to obtain the average velocity over the cross section. 
The product of the average velocity and the duct area gives the 
airflow rate, that is: 

q = k x vc x ·A 

where 

q =airflow rate in duct, m3 /s 

k =correction factor according to DIAGRAMS 11 and 12 

Ve =velocity measured at centre of duct, m/s 

A = cross section area of duct, m2
• 

Li.rnJ.;ta;U.o n.6 

DIAGRAM 11 applies for duct opening without flange. 
DIAGRAM 12 applies for a flange breadth that is 20% of the 
diameter or greater. 

The instruments for which the method can be utilized are: 

0 Pitot tube ¢ 3 mm, 1 ·= 32 mm (see TABLE 19) 

0 Pitot tube ¢ 4 mm, 1 = 66 mm 

0 Hot-wire anemometer Alnor 8500 

0 Hot-wire anemometer Wallac GGA 23S 

0 Hot-wire anemometer TSI 1650 

M e.aJ.> Wt.em e.11-t eNWIL 

The method error m
2 

= 7%. 
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DIAGRAM 11. Correction factor for duct without fl a nge: t he 
break in •the curve for Wallac GGA 238 is due t o 
the dimensions of the probe's handle. For duct 
diameter·s ~ 250 mm the probe reaches somewhat 
further from the entrance of the duct. 
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TABLE 19. Location of instrument 

Instrument Location Velocity 
zone m/s 

Pitot tube: I I! 
(/; 3 mm or 4 mm 
Length £. has great 

~ influence on the 
factor I 3-40 

Hot-wire anemo-
meters: 

I 
Alnor 8500, probe ~ 

n 
~ 

with small extension 
(point-shaped pr~ I 1-10 

TSI 1650, probe 
with small extension 
(point-shaped probe) I 1-30 

1~allac GGA 23S, probe 

~ I 1-20 in tube 

6.6 .Measuring by rotating vane anem:xneter on air intake 
grilles (Method B 5) 

When measuring the airflow rate through exhaust air grilles, for 
example air intake grilles, using a rotating vane anemometer the 
following points must be observed: 

o The method described. applies to grilles mounted in a wall. 

o Before measuring the gross area of the grille is divided 
into rectangles whose side is maximum ·300 mm long depen
ding on the size of the grille and appearance of the 
velocity profile - see FIGURE 22. 

0 When a rotating vane anemometer with separate stopwatch 
is used the anemometer is held for 10-15 seconds in the 
centre of each square. 
The anemometer must touch the front of the grille. At 
the end of every 10 or 15-second period the instrument 
is transferred from one square to another without the 
rotation being stopped. At the end of the final period 
the 'anemometer is stopped and the stopwatch · is read. 
The anemometer value is divided by the time registered 
and the value obtained is corrected with reference to 
the anemometer's calibration curve when the 'measured 
velocity' is obtained. 

o When a direct-reading rotating vane anemometer is used the 
procedure is the same in principle, but with the diffe
rence that the average velocity of the airflow must be 
determined for every placement of the anemometer. When 
the velocity at the centre of every square is obtained 
every value measured is corrected with regard to the · 
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anemometer's calibration curve. Then the average value 
is obtained for the airflow velocities measured. 

The true airflow rate q is obtained from: 

q = k 1 x k
2 

x k 3 x k
4 

x vm x A 

= correction factor for type of grille - see DIAGRAM 13 
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k2 

k3 

k4 

= correction factor for airflow velocity - see DIAGRAM 14 

=correction factor for rotating vane anemometer - see FIGURE 22 

= correction factor for blade-angle of grille - see FIGURE 23 

Vm = average velocity measured m/s 

A = gross area of grille (B x H) m2 

IL 
~ 

B iL 
~ 

x x x x 1 
x x x x H 

x x x x J 
x indicates measuring point 

I max. I 
-l 300 mml- ·. 

FIGURE 22. Method B 5. Division of grille area into squares. 

Correction factor k
3 

for ~otating vane anemometer 1 s diameter, d mm 

</> d k3 
mm 

20 .1 • 1 5 

65 1.0 

100-105 o.88 

Correction factor k for blade-angle of grille 
4 

Blade- k4 
angle 

45° 
00 

FIGURE 23. 

0.98 

1.0 

Method B 5. Correction factors k
3 

for rotating vane 
anemometer's diameter and k 4 for blade-angle of grille. 
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o As correction factors have not been obtained for all types 
of grilles and anemometers the method cannot be used 
generally. 

o The rotating vane anemometer must be calibrated in a wind 
tunnel having a cross section area > 0.5 m2 or in a 
smaller wind tunnel where the blocking effect is known. 

o Small grilles cannot be measured. The least dimensions 
have been fixed at h x b = 0.3 x 0.5 m 

Me.MWLe.me.nt eJl/1..01!. 

Subject to the grille and anemometer being covered by the charts 
and tables provided the method error can be taken as 8%. Otherwise 
the method cannot be recommended except for relative measure
ments. 

DIAGRAM 13. Correction factor k
1 

for grille size. The type of 
grille, in the form of the pressure drop at a fron
tal velocity of 3 m/s, is included as a parameter. 

k, 

1.0 

0.9 

0.8 

.. 
~p =0-5 Pa 
15 :I: 5 Po 

40 :I: 10 Po 

.. . 
At a frontal velocity 
of 3 m/s 

0 '710~-.--~.-T-,--.--r---,-.-,--.,.---.-----.---.---
2 3 m2 

DIAGRAM 14. C'orrection factor k
2 

for airflow· vel.oc i ty measured. 

k2 

1.05 

. 1.0 

0.95 

0. 90---.......---..-------.-----.----......------
0 2 3 4 5 mis 

Frontal velocity measurad 
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I 7. L.u'l'HODS FOR MEASUPJNG Or\ SUPPLY AIR TERI ill JAL DE..vJ:CTs 

SUJtvey of; R-meA:.hod-6 

Method Designation 

Measurement of pressure drop with 
built-in pressure measuring nozzles C 2 

Bag method C 5 

Measuring with conventional 
hood-anemometers supplemented 
with extension hood C 3 

Method error 

5% 

3% 

5% 

7.1 Measuring of pressure drop with built-in pressure 
rreasuring nozzles (Method C 2) 

During manufacture the device is fitted with a built-in nozzle 
or a special nozzle for measuring. To this is connected a mano
meter and a characteristic pressure is measured. The airflow 
rate is obtained from a chart as a function of the characteristic 
pressure difference and the setting of the device. -

U.J1u .. ta;ti..o M 

Only a limited number of devices have been designed for this 
kind of measuring. It could be a practically useful measuring 
method for integrated light fittings, where it is otherwise 
very difficult to carry out measurements. 

In practice the measuring outlet · can be so located that it is 
necessary to remove a casing or protective plate, which can be 
very time consuming. This has the effect that in many cases this 
method of measuring is not applicable in practice. 

E q u-<-pm e.Yt.t 

o Manometer 

o Connecting tubes 

o Chart of airflow rate as a function of the pressure drop 
measured. 

Me.MW!.eme.Yt.t eMolL 

Accuracy of the measurement method depends on: 

o reliability of the manufacturer's chart 

o effect of possible dispersion between different devices 

o soiling of the device 

If carried out well and with a clean device m2 = 5% can be 
obtained. 
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Ex.a.mp.tu, on a.Jz.e.a..6 on u.o e 

For induction units, which are usually equipped with nozzles 
whose pressure drop is relatively high, measurement of pressure 
across the nozzles is a useful measuring method. m = 3% if the 
pressure drop across the nozzles~ -150 Pa (15 min w6). However, 
the way of connecting the unit to the supply air duct may in
fluence the pressure distribution and thus the accuracy of 
measurement. 

Ca..U..bJt.a.t,lon me.J"Jz.od 

Will be evolved as a complement to reference /4/. 

7. 2 '!he bag method (M:thod C 5) 

The method, illustrated by FIGURE 24, implies that a rolled-up 
measuring bag, of a certain volume and mounted upon a frame, is 
placed over the device so that this is completely covered. 
The time that elapses until the bag is filled with air to a 
certain overpressure is noted. The airflow rate is then obtained 
from the equation: 

where 

q = Y m3 /s 
t 

V = volume of measuring bag, m3 

t = filling time, s 

" \\ 

\ 
4 

\ 
5 

FIQURE 24. Sketch of measurement in accordance with the bag 
method. 

1) Sealing 
2) Frame to ·which the plastic bag is fastened 
3) Measuring tube ¢ 5 mm, connected to micromanometer 
4) Micromanometer 
5) Plastic sack (plastic . bag), thickness of ·material 

0.03-0.04 mm. 
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The lower limit of the pressure drop for a devic.e is; when measu
ring a device mounted in a ceiling, approximately 10 Pa; when 
the device is installed in a ·wall it is approximately 50 Pa. When 
the device is in a wall it is necessary for the persoruJ.el con
cerned to help to lift the measuring bag whilst it is· filling, 
in order to decrease the pressure in the bag. 

Eq~pme.n,t 

o Calibrated measuring bags of different volumes 

o Frames of suitable internal measurements 

o Stopwatch 

o Manometer and tube 

o Report forms 

The measuring bag can be made of a plastic material with a thick
ness of 0.02 - 0.04 mm • . 

P Jte.pa.Jc.a;t,i.o M 

Using data from drawings the devices to be measured are numbered. 
Details of external dimensions a!1e entered on the report form 
for each device concerned, and also the projected and presumed 
airflow rate, and suitable size of bag. 

Volume of the bag shall be such that the filling time does not 
fall below 10 seconds. The bag· is fastened to the frame and the 
pressure tube of the manometer is inserted into the bag. 

The manometer is made. ready (horizontal position). The tube is 
connected and a check is made that the liquid pillar is free of 
air. The manometer's zero setting is adjusted. 

M e.M L.Vvlng 

The frame 1Vith the rolled-up (airless) bag is placed over the 
device and concurrently the stopwatch is started. 

Filling time to an overpressure of 3 Pa is noted. If the filling 
time is under 10 seconds the measurement is repeated with a bag 
of greater volume. 

If such a greater bag is not available the measurement should 
be repeated 2-3 times. 

Re.po!vt 

Volume of the bag and filling times obtained are entered on 
report form C 5. 

M e.M wz.em e.n,t e.Jt.JtoJt 

Error of measuring instrument: depends on accuracy in the cali
bration of volume of the plastic bags. 
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Errors can occur through, among other things, an unsatisfactory 
fastening of the frame over the device, which can cause leakage. 
Laboratory measurements have shown that a method error of E ±3% 
can be set. 

The reading error for the stopwatch can be estimated to ±0.1 s. 

Su.ppueA 

Measuring bags including frames and other accessories can be 
obtained from Matforum Hans Blixt AB, Solna, Sweden. An outfit 
for automatic timing of the filling of measuring bags is avail
able from AB Elektrometer, Bromma, Sweden. 

• 
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~ Assignment No . 

MEASUREMENT REPORT CS Date 

I. 
Measuring of airflow rate on supply air terminal devices Measured by 

Page of 

Object Measurement position (drawing numbers, etc.) 

I . 

r 

r 

Preparations Measurements Calculation of errors 

, . Device No. Dimension Projected Suitable Volume Filling time,.sec Airflow 
Instrument error m 1 

(also noted ~or H x 8 airflow rate volume of used of rate 
on drawing) mm m3/s bag bag I average 

m3/s ± --···············-······ % 

I 
m3 mJ 

1 2 3 value 

Method error m2 
I 

1 

2 ± ···- ····· ············· · % 

I 3 Reading error m3 

4 

I 
5 ± ............ ... .. ........ % 

I 6 Probable error m 
7 

8 ± -------·---·-------·----% 
I 

I 9 

10 

I 
,, 

I 

I 

I 
. 

. 

I 

I 
. 

l 
r 

r 

r 

r 

l 
. 

r 

1 
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7.3 .Measuring with an anataneter fitted with hood 
(Method c 3) 

Instruments of this type specially constructed for use on supply 
air terminal devices are currently not available on the Scandi
navian market. 

To obtainagood degree of measuring accuracy with the instruments 
mentioned in chapter 6.4, regardless of whether the airstream is 
oblique or symmetric, an extra hood is required. This complemen
tary hood for the measuring unit should have a length 3 times the 
greatest hydraulic diameter cf the hood. 

In addition to the flow rate measuring devices mentioned in chap
ter 6.4 a measuring instrument can also be utilized consisting of 
a hood whose length is 3 times the greatest hydraulic diameter of 
the hood. The anemometer used is a rotating vane anemometer posi
tioned in the circular outlet of the hood. To obtain the best 
measuring result the outlet diameter of the hood should be 1.5 
times the diameter of the rotating vane anemometer. 

U.J1u-t.a.Uo n.6 

The methods require calibration to be carried out in combination 
with the supply air device concerned. All measuring instruments 
fitted with a hood influence the airflow through the instrument 
as a certain degree of pressure drop is set up in the measuring 
hood. This effect is unavoidable unless the measuring instrument 
is provided with an auxiliary fan that compensates for that 
pressure drop. But, such instruments are not available at present. 
A:n allowance can be made for this effect on the airflow rate by 
calculation. The foll~win~ equation applies: 

where 

q 

~ 
q = qm x /~ m3 /s 

Psm 

= airflow rate through the device at pressure drop 6p 
when the measuring instrument is not connected s 

qm = airflow ·rate t~rough the device a~ pr7ssure drop t.psm 
across the device when the measuring instrument 

6Psm 

is connected 

= static overpressure preceding the device, decreased 
by the pressure drop across the measuring hood. Pa. 

With knowledge of the pressure drop across the hood the correc
'tion factor from TABLE 18 can be utilized. 

M e..a.J.> UJte.me.Ytt VUto It 

m
2 

= 5% on condition that the instrument is calibrated in combi
nation with the supply air terminal device concerned and that 
the correction for the pressure drop across the measuring hood 
is made. 

I'="' · 1iF!:'~!-!~6 1..-'-l- · .. __ r _..~__,_ 4.,._1___2\~i'f ..... _~;_;. .. ;_ ·-·•·}:'::•~,~:Ji''' !~5, __ !ltf.:Z::U'!4 .. 11< 5i!i3i0Sffl·S'LE£=-»5;;}3!!!~~-e~;;;:mc~•"www. •-~...:-·--~~· 
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FIGURE 25. Example of measuring as method C 3. 
1) Sealing 
2) Measuring hood 
3) Indicator instrument graduated in e.g. m/s 
4) Calibration curve showing measured airflow·rate q as a 

function of measured velocity v. 
5) Extension hood~ 
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8 ~ODS FOR ~ AIR CHANGE RATE 

SWtvey 06 R-me;thodo 

Method 

Drager tube with carbon 
dioxide as tracer gas 

Ga s analyser of the inter
ference refractometer type 
wi th helium or carbon 
dioxide as tracer gas 1 ) 

Gas analyser of the absorb
t i on of infrared radi~tion 
type with nitrous oxide as 
tracer gas 

Designation 
of method 

D 1 

D 2 

D 3 

Probable 
measurement 
error 

±7% 

±4% 

±4% 

i) Helium is intended for use in a room of small volume. 
In small rooms the carbon dioxide content in a person's exhala
tions may influence the determination of the air change rate. 

8. 1 Drager tube with carbon dioXide as tracer gas (Method D 1 ) 

Equipmel'l.t 

o Drager e:.alysis equipment (model 21/31) 9 one or more 

o Reagent tubes with catalogue numbers CH 23501 
(1.2-0.1 vol.% C0 2 ) and CH 30801 . (0.3-0.02 vol.% C0 2 ) 

o Fan(s) 

o .. Pressure flask with liquid carbon dioxide 

0 Reducing valve 

o Stopwatch 

o Tape measure 

o Micromanometer wi"th pressure probe (alternatively a 
precision aneroid barometer) 

o Adhesive tape 

o Report forms D1:1-2 

P Jz.epa.JUI.:Uo n.6 

Use fans to mix the gas well with the room air. Check the air
tightness of the Drager pump. Insert an unopened Drager tube in 
the p'ump and check that the bellows have not expanded fully in 
less than ten minutes. Determine volume ·or room with deductions 
for any furniture, etc. 

Further, measure the pressure level of ~he room with respect to 
adjoining rooms, and atmosphere. Thus can be decided whether the 
supply or the exhaust devices have the greater airflow rate and 
consequently shall be assigned to the measured value of the air 
change rate. 
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Me.MU!U.ng 

Determine the background level of C0 2 before the tracer gas is 
dosed (the concentration usually lies at 0.03-0.04 vol.% C0 2 ). 

Dose the tracer gas to 0.7-0.8 vol.%. ·The points selected for 
gas analysis in the room shall lie > 1 m from the walls arid have 
an air velocity < 0.3 m/s. 

Determine the number of points in the· room for gas analysis from 
TABLE 20 and repeat the tests at the same locations-

Do not carry out measurements in a room less than 40 m3
• The 

carbon dioxide content of exhaled air from a person then influ
ences. measurement. The upper limit for the air change rate is 
4-5 air changes per hour. 

The analysis tube cannot be saved for later evaluation as the 
coloration of the tube continues after the test is completed. 

w:1en the gas has been dosed and well mixed with the air of the 
room (3-5 min.) some preparatory samples are taken to verify 
if the mixing of tracer gas with the air in the room is good. 
Following this, sampling can begin. Start the stopwatch and note 
the time at commencement of the first pump-stroke and also at 
the last stroke when the bellows have expanded f'ully. Read the 
carbon dioxide concentration immediately and note the value on 
the report form. 

Select the number of measurement values from TABLE 21. 

Re.polt.t 

On report form D1:1 and 2 (p 78), in addition to the measurement 
values, are also noted volume of room, pressure conditions and 
the projected airflow rate. Fi.irther factors that also influence 
the measurement such as outdoor air temperature and wind direc
tion, etc, are also noted. 

Me.Mu.1teme.l'Lt e.NWll 

Measuring instrument's error: the probable error for Drager tube 
CH 235 is ±5 to ±10%. The lower figure applies for.the higher 
measurement-values, whilst the higher figure applies to the 
lower values. For tube CH 308 the probable error is ±10 to ±15%, 
otherwise data about CH 235 applies. 

Both types of analysis tube must be used in order to obtain 
good accuracy. 

Reading error: this is assessed to be 3-5% of the value read. 

The resultant accuracy is dependent on the accuracy of the 
individual measurement, the length of the measuring period, size 
of the air change rate and the number of measuring points 
utilized during the measuring period. The measuring procedure 
laid down gives a probable measurement error of ±7%. 
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E va..e.u..a..u..o n 

Plot the values obtained on the control chart and check that the 
points form a straight line. 

The values obtained are dealt with in accordance with report 
D1:1. The totals shown are calculated. The air change rate is 
calculated by the least square method (slope in the chart). 
The intersection with the ordinate is also calculated. (Formulae 
at foot on report form D1:2). 
Using the relation: 

n = 

where 

Co - Cb 
ln 

Ci - Cb 

t· 1 

n = air change rate (number of air changes per unit of time) 

Cb = concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 

C· 1 = room air concentration at time, t = ti 
Co =room air concentration at time, t ·= 0 

the definite position of the line can be drawn on the control chart. 

TABLE 20. Number of points for gas analysis in the room 

!Volume of room No. of points 
(m3) 

40 - 100 

100 - 200 

.> 200 

TABLE 21. 

1 

2 

3 - 5 

Number of measurement values and length of test 
period. 

No. of ; air changes No. of measure- Length of test 
(per hour) ment values ' period (min) 

1 10 90 

2 8 60 

4 6 40 
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8.2 · Gas analyser of the interference refractaneter type 
with helium or carbon dioxide as tracer gas (Methcx:l D 2) 

Equ.-i.pme.n.t 

o Gas analyser. Riken-Keiki type gas analyser model 21 
intended for helium can be used. If an instrumen~ intended 
for carbon dioxide is used then a reversed scale indic-
tion is obtained • 

0 Fan(s) 

o Pressure flask with liquid helium 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Reduction valve 

Stopwatch 

Steel measuring tape 

Micromanometer with pressure probe 

o Adhesive tape 

o Report forms D2:1 and 2. 

p ll.e.pa.Jta..t,W 11.6 

Turn up the fan(s) to mix the gas well with the room air. Check 
that the gas analyser is ready for measuring. Adjust zero setting 
of the instrument in the following way: using the handpumps the 
instrument's test cylinders are filled (at least five strokes of 
the pump). Then the zero setting of the scale is carried out 
using the screw for this purpose • 

Determine volume of the room with deductions for furniture, etc. 
Further, measure the pressure level with regard to the adjoining 
rooms, and atmosphere. In this way can be decided whether the 
supply or exhaust air· devices have the greatest airflow rate and 
consequently sha.11 be assigned to the correct value of the air 
change rate. 

MeMUIUng 

Dose the tracer gas to at least 2/3 of the full sea.le deflection. 
The points in the room selected for gas analysis shall lie at a 
distance > 1 m from the walls and have an air velocity < 0.3 m/s. 

Determine the number of points in the room for gas analysis as 
TABLE 22 and repeat the tests at the same positions. 

When the gas is dosed and has become well mixed with the room 
air (3-5 min.) some preparatory samples are taken to ensure that 
the mixing of the tracer gas with the room air is good. Then 
sampling can be started. 

The instrument's sample cylinders are filled by pumping at least 
five strokes. Start the stopwatch and note the time and value 
of the tracer gas concentration in the report. 

Select the number of measurement values from TABLE 23. 
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Object 

Semple No. Semple 
(m •No. started 
of 111mples) hrs. 

, 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

B 

9 

10 ,, 
12 

Auignment No. 

MEASUREMENT REPORT 01 :1 Oete 
Measuring of 1ir ch1nge r11te in room. Measured by 

Driiger tubes CH 23501, CH 30801 
Pege of 

Meesurement position (drewing number, etc.I 

Reading - Time diff. 
Semple Average Reading; background from st11n 
ended value vol% value of sample 

t;xln (C;-Ct/ ft;/ 
2 

hr5_ hrs. co2. rc11 vol% C02 In (C; - Cb/ min 
(C;-Ct/ r; 

- 0 0 0 

- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
m m m m ' Background level C02 " -------- vol % (Cb/ ::E In (C; - Cb/,;,, ::E r;- ~ r1x In (C;-Ct/ • ! ft;/ "' 
i"" 1 i• 1 i .. , i ... 1 

. . " - . ............ --- ........ ----- ...................... --------·-·· -······· -------·--

.. 
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Object 

Volume of room .•........ m 3 

(with deduction for furniture, etc.I 

Other important conditions 
(wind direction, wind velocity, 
air temperature outdoors, etc.) 

C;-Cb 

Co-Cb 
9 

8 

7 

~-

5~ 

3 

2 
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Assi9nment No . 
MEASUREMENT REPORT D 1 :2 

Date 

Measuring of air change rate in room .. Measured by • 
Drager tubes CH 23501, CH 30801 

~ 

Page 

Measurement posn . (drawing number, etc.I. 

Pre·ssure conditions 
from room - to 

Projected airflow rate : 

of 

••••• : •.•..• •••• ..• . . Pa 

•. ..... . ... ........•• Pa 

.. --~ -----·· ·· · ···· · 
Pa 

to ••• •• ••••••• ••. •• • •.• .• •••....•.•••.•......••..•••••••.••••.... m3/s 

from •••..•••••••.• ·-·············· · ··· · · ······ ····· · ······ - · · · · m
3
/s 

Probable error ••• ••••• ••• •••.. •••• •• ••• .••••.•••••••• • .• •• .•••.•.• % 

Control chart 

¥@¥¥;~ 

~ ~ 

60 x n = .••••••.•••.•. air change rate/h 

Co - Cb· = ............ . 

~ 
= 

····-::::i=F-·1.::.±::::E::=· .... ___.. -:::c:=:~:c::: 

· ·· · -~J;.-1--.. 

:§ffmg 
·--

g-t_~:R¥!.~+:1£ ~---E.: .L . .i ..... L.J-
.. -..1-----1---!-1---J--...l.. . _, ... _ ,;__,.~.,.. - ....... ~ ............ ; ... ;.. .. ~-~~l~~F::-g ::~::::r~ · r=:::1=·:::~ · 

..... ··-+-----1 ··· · ..... . ;;; . 
~--1---- - ..J ••. ~ ...... --......... 

1-.+--.--i.. . ...:.--1 ... _.+--+--
time 

m m m m 1: In IC; - Cb) ~ t; x In fC;-CtJ " In IC;- Cb) . :t t; x In fC;-CtJ ..... i • 1 i =, 
i • 1 I •I - -m m m 

m :E r; :E t; !: lr;l' 
i • 1 i • 1 i - 1 n20 In (C0 - Cb) a 

m 
m m m r r; 1: lt;J' 1: t· i - , i • T I -i •, - m m r r ft;) l m t; " t · m i - , i,. , ..... I 
i - , 
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Re.poJz..t 

In report form D2:1 and 2 (pp 82, 83) are entered not only the 
measurement values but also volume of the room, pressure condi
tions and the designed airflow rate. Factors that might influence 
measurement such as outdoor air temperature, wind direction, etc, 
should be noted. 

M ea.J.>Wtement VZJLOJt. 

The error of the measuring instrument is provided by the supplier. 
For the Riken-Keiki, for example, it is stated as ±0.02%, which 
means that the error is ±1% of the full scale deflection. 

Reading error; this is assessed to be ±0.001 vol.%. 

With the measuring procedure described the probable error is ±4%. 

TABLE 22. Number of points for gas analysis in the room. 

Volume of room 
(m3) 

· No. of points 

< 100 1 

100 - 200 2 

> 200 3 - 5 

TABLE 23. Number of measurement values and length of test 
period 

No of air changes No. of measure- Length of test 
(per hour) ment values period (min) 

1 10 45 

2 8 30 

4 6 20 

Eva.£uat.lo n 

Insert the measurement values on ~he control chart and check 
that the points form a straight line. 

The measurement values are dealt with according to report D2:1. 
The totals stated are calculated. The air change rate is obtained 
by the least square method (slope of chart) and the intersection 
with t .he ordinate is also calculated (formulae at foot in 
report D2:2). 

Using the relation 

Co 
lnC· J. 

n = 
ti 

where 
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8 1 

n = air change rate (number of air changes per unit of time) 

C· 
l 

= room air concentration of tracer gas at time, t = ti 
co = room air concentration of tracer gas at time, t = 0 

the definite position of the line can be drawn on the control chart. 

8.3 Gas analyser of the infrared (IR) radiation type using 
nitrous oxide as tracer gas (Method D 3) · 

Eq u,tpm e.nt 

o IR analyser · 

o · Chart recorder 

o Fans 

o Nitrous oxide in flask with reduction valve and manometer 

P Jr.e.pa.JU:lUo nli 

An IR analyser can be assembled as a compact unit including an 
analysis section, filter section and pump as well as a flow rate 
regulator. The analyser is also usually fitted with an indicator 
which shows the gas concentration prevailing, For several reasons, 
not least for later documentation, it is a good idea to connect 
a chart recorder to the analyser. 

Before measuring starts the gas analyser must have reached its 
working temperature which, depending upon analyser's initial 
temperature, may require a few hours. As the IR analyser is 
usually designed for continuous operation it can be an advan
tage to connect it to the electricity supply the day before 
measuring is done. 

When the IR analyser has achieved the correct operational tem
perature measuring can start. 

Fans are placed so that the room air is well mixed with the gas. 

Determine volume of the room with deductions for the room's 
contents of furniture, etc. Also check the pressure level of 
the room in relation to adjoining rooms, and atmosphere. 

Me.a..6wU.ng 

The analyser's pump is started up and the chart recorder is 
plugged in. The IR analyser and the chart recorder are then 
calibrated together so that the zero setting on the analyser 
corresponds to the response the chart recorder should then show. 
This latter value depends on the analyser's output signal at 
maximal reading, and this value must be obtained when the 
equipments are calibrated together at purchase. 

When the above has been carried out nitrous oxide is released 
into the room. This is suitably done intermittently so that too 
much gas is not released. 
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Ani9nmen1 No 

MEASUREMENT REPORT D 2:1 Date 

Measuring of air chen9e rate in room using gas analyser of the Measured by 
interference refractometer type 

Page of 

Object I Measurement posn. (drawing number, etc.) 

Sample No. Time Reading In C; Time diff. from t;xlnC; Ir/' Remarks 
(m •No . of sample vol% C02, (C;) nart of sample, 
samples) taken min, t; 

m rri m m 
.r 1n c;"' i ~ 1 t;"" :r t;xln C;• I: (t;) 

2 
c 

I"' 1 i"' 1 i• 1 
( ) 

"' " "' "' ··---·--· --· ·--. ·-· ......... --------- ~- ----· .. ·-·-- ..... -· .. --·-· ·- ........................................... 
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MEASUREMENT REPORT 02:2 
Assignment No . 

I Date 
Measuring of air change rate in room using gas 

r
,. analyser of the interference fractometer type Measured by 

Page of 

!Object Measurement posn . (drawing number, etc.) 

I Volume of room ........... m3 

I (with deduction for furniture , etc.) 

[ Other important conditions 
(wind direction, wind velocity, 
air temperature outdoors, etc.) 

.. .... ............................................... .............. .. ·--·· · ............. ··-··· ....... .. . 

I 

••• ·· ·· ··-··- ···· · ··· ··· ·T········•••· ·· • • •••••• ••··••••••• ·· •••••••·-·• ••• •• 

Ci 

Ca . 

n• 

9 

8 

5 

3 

2 

m 
L In C; 

i • 1 

m 

m 
l: ft;J' 

;- 1 -
m 
r t; 

i • 1 

m 
L t;xlnC; 

i ;s 1 

m 
r 
i. 1 

ti 

m 
l: ti 

i• 1 

m 

Pressure conditions 
from room - to 

Projected airflow rate : 

····-····· -· · · ···· ·· · Pa 

·····-·--·· · · ·-··· ··· Pa 

...... . . ····--· ········ Pa 

to -------·-·--···-- -----·--····.·-·- .•• . . .. ___ ..•. ····--·--- ·· ·-·· m
3
/s 

from ....••.••..... ..........•...••...•.•...•• ..•.... ... . •..••. . . m3/s 

Probable error·--------------- ----··-··-··--·-·· --·-- · ···-···----- % 

Control chart 

60 x n • -------·- air change rate/h 

Co ~ ---··----· ··· 

time 

~ In C; 
m 
L t;xln C; 

i• 7 l • 1 -
m m 
!: t; 

; • 1 
L ftiJ' 

i. 1 
tn:C0 • 

m 
m l: ti 

; -1 

m m 
I: ti r (t/ 

i• 7 i. 7 
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From the time when the gas concentration commences to fall. the 
time, t, is calculated until the value is reached that. accor
ding to the eaJl.Li..Vt jo.ln:t ca£.,tbJUtt.,i.on on :the IR an.a.ly~Vt and the 

cluvr.;t ~eco~de.Jt, has been shown to denote a certain definite air 
change, N. for example 0.3, 0.5, 1.0 and so on. The air change 
rate, n, is then determined from: 

Repo-'Lt 

N n=t 

In the report. or on the record chart, the volume of the room, 
pressure conditions and the designed aiflow rate are also 
noted, as well as other factors that influence measuring such 
as outdoor air temperature, wind direction, etc. 

Me.MWLemervt VLM~ 

The probable measurement error is also dependent on the length 
of measurement time and the air change rate. If the suggested 
values given in TABLE 24 for length of the measuring period are 
utilized, the method ·error is set at 4%'. 

TABLE 24 

No. of air changes Length of measuring 
per hour period (min) 

0.3 120 

0.5 Bo 
1. 0 40 

2 20 

4 10 
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9 • MEA.SlJREI-IENT OF LEAKAGE AIRF'I.D"7 RATE FROM Viln'II.ATICN DUCTS 

Airtightness testing is ~arried out in accordance with Eurovent 
document 2/2 with regard to: 

o Measuring equipment 

o Measuring procedures 

o Instruments and their calibration 

o Test pressures 

All in accordance with the instructions belovr. 

Equipment 

o Fan 'UD.i t for airtightness testing· with c·alibrated flowmeter 
(large and small airflow range) and airflow regulator (for 
example, damper, mixing device) 

o Flexible tube with connection 'flanges 

o Micromanometers, 0~2000 Pa (scale divisions 10 Pa) 

o Equipment for making holes (plus plastic plugs) 

o A $.tand 

o Adhesive tape 

o Steel measuring tape 

o Report forms 

v Thermometer 

o Sealing equipment (rubber balls, met8..l sheeting, plastic, 
etc.) 

FIGURE 26. 

Measuring flange 

Measuring equipment for the measurement of leak.age 
airflow rate 
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P Jt e.pa.Jta,tfo M 

Measuring shall be carried out by duct sections, selected by the 
inspector or in accordance with the HVAC specification issued. 

The smallest duct surface area tested is 10 rn 2
• Larger duct sur

face areas should not exceed 100 m2 for air tightness class A 
and 300 rn 2 for class B. 

Seal the duct section and determine the duct surface area (from 
a drawing or by measurement). 

Select the connection site for the fan unit so there is satis
factory working space and light. The connection should be made 
with the least possible interference in ducts (for example, at 
bends, T-devices or inspection panels, etc., where the system 
can be easily taken apart and restored) and in such a manner 
that leakage airflow at connection points is avoided. 

Prepare taps for measurement of static pressure in duct sections 
to be tested. 

M eLW t..LJU..ng 

Using the fan unit, pressure in the duct is raised to 400 Pa 
(or the test pressure prescribed in the HVAC specification) 
following which the airflow rate is adjusted so that the pressure 
is kept constant. 

When a steady-state condition (constant pressure within ±10 Pa 
and constant airflow rate within ±2%) is obtained for 5 minutes 
thP micromanometer (flowmeter) is read. 

The duct section is not approved if steady-state condition cannot 
be achieved. When measuring has been completed the duct is restor
ed to operational condition (pressure taps are plugged, etc.). 

Re.polt.t 

On report E1 (.page 87) are entered not only the measurement values 
obtained (pressure and airflow rates) but also the duct section 
number involved, duct dimensions, duct surface areas, air tight-· 
ness class, visible defects (leaks) and whether any section could 
not be tested (for example, inaccessible, too much air leakage, 
impossible to achieve steady-state). The operational pressure is 
noted from a drawing or specification. 

M eLW Wt.em e.n..t e.Jz.Jto Jz.. 

Correction for instrument error is carried out in accordance with 
the instrument maker's instructions or the calibration certifi
cate of the instrument. 

Correction for air temperature is done using the calibration 
curve (flowmeters are calibrated at -10°c, +15°C and +30°c). 

Systematic errors can occur for example as a result of the wrong 
inclination of manometers and air bubbles in manometer tubes. 
Random errors at orifice plate measurement are minimum ±1%. Sys
tematic errors can also occur as a result of the unsatisfactory 
sealing of tested duct sections. 
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MEASUREMENT REPORT El 
""1easuring of leakage airflow rate from duel . 

Object I Measurement posn. (drawing No. etc.I 

Duct dimensions Test pressure, p Leakage airflow rate, q 
Pa m3/s 

Duct sec- - or ax b, 
tion No. mm • 
(enter also 
on drawing) As drawing Measured Length Duct sur· Prescribed Value Value Value Value Leakage 

m face area .read measured read measured rate at 
ml pressure 

400 Pa 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

6 

9 

10 

Calculation errors Notes 

Duel section Instrument error m1 % Method error m2 % Reading error m3 % Probable measuring error 
No asa % 

- ..; l+ l + 'l m = ·m, m 2 m 3 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 -
6 

9 

10 

Leakage factor 

measured leakage 
airflow rate/ 
measured duct 
surface area at 
test pressure 
400 Pa 

f = .!!... 
A m' /m2 s 

- . 

Assignment No. 

Dare 

Measured by 

Page of 

Instrument 

Calibration date 

Remarks 

Value measured= read' 
value x cor! ection as Diagram 15 

(Approval, variations in 
pressure and flow, visible 
leaks, etc. I 

Remarks Approval 

-

~ 

co 
-~ 
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Systematic re~iing errors, for exaffiple parallax, are taken into 
consideration. In the case of pressure readings random errors 
can be estimated from TABLE 7. 

E va.tu.a..:U.o n 

Evaluation can be carried out in accordance with report E1. When 
testing with another test pressure than 400 Pa the conversion of 
the leakage airflow rate shall be carried out using DIAGRAM 15. 

Correction factor 

2.0 

1.0 r- ·:r:di:@;&;:~ -:.- · : j :r1.:::~~ : :g ~: :u · ::~1 ~1.?:lic;,t;.;r:::r:·r~EJ. ; 1 :!.iJ.;hEJ.:-i, i::d 

400 600 1000 
Test pressure Pe 

DIAGRAM 1 5. Example: . 
Test pres~ure 600 Pa. 
Measured leakage airflow rate 0.12 m3 /s. 
Factor 0.75 as diagram gives leakage rate converted 
to 400 Pa: 0.12 x 0. 75 = 0.09 m3 /s. 
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10 ~ MEASURING IN DUCTS WITH MEIHODS WHICH CANNar BE USED 
WI'IHOUT SUPPLEMENTARY CALIBRATICN 

10.1 Pressure measurement. across ductwork canponent 

A ductwork component is a device in a duct system, whose main 
function is other than the measurement of airflow rate. The mea
surement of pressure difference across a component can be used 
in certain cases for the determination of the airflow rate in a 
duct. 

One compone~t of special interest in the measurement of pressure 
difference is the heat-exchanger. Measuring across a filter is 
unsuitable as resistance varies with accumulation of dust. Damp 
cooling-coils are not suitable either as the amount of condensa
tion affects the pressure drop. Nor is measuring across a damper 
advisable as it is difficult to determine the setting of the 
damper with sufficient precision. In order to be able to carry 
out the measurement the heat-exchanger should be f'urnished with 
three or more rows of tubes. The manufacturer of the component 
must provide a chart of the pressure differences as a function 
of the airflow rate for the various inst.allation modes. 

Eq!Upmmt 

o Pitot tube (or pressure taps in accordance with the 
manufacturer's instructions) 

o Tubes 

o Manometer 

o Thermometer 

o (Aneroid barometer) 

o Drill for ma.king holes (and plastic plugs for repair) 

P ILepaJta.tio n6 

When measuring across heat-exchanger check that 

o it is clean 

o it is undamaged 

o the distribution of velocity across the heat-exchanger 
is even. 

Drill holes in the duct preceding and following the heat-exchanger 
as recommended by the manufacturer. Drill the holes so that no 
burrs are formed on the inside of the duct. Use the pressure taps 
recommended by the manufacturer and the special chart applicable 
to the measuring procedure used. 

Co!t.llec.t.loM 

If there is a temperature difference of the air upstream and 
downstream from the heat-exchanger it is necessary to correct 
the airflow rate. Assuming that the data from the manufacturer 
are valid for air of +2o0 c the following is obtained: 

91 
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9.v = q 2 m3 /s 
293 

where 

qv = true airflow rate m3 /s 

q = airflow rate as catalogue data m3 /s 

tl = aiI temperature preceding heat-exchanger oc 

t2 = air tem:i,--.erature following heat-exchanger oc 

In cases where the duct area upstream and downstream of the compo
nent are not equal consideration must be given to the change in 
dynamic pressure. This is done by measuring the total pressure 
difference instead of the static pressure difference. 

M e..a..6 Wtem e.nt eJr.JW Ji. 

Random measurement errors may occur because of, for example, a 
skewed velocity profile in the measurement plane and deviations 
from the data supplied in the manufacturer's catalogue. Systema
tic measurements ~ave not been carried out and therefore the 
method error cannot be stated, 

10.2 Measuring across a fan 

FIGURE 27a illustrates characteristic and power requirement of a 
ventilation system where the fan has backward-cuI'Ved vanes. If 
points A and B on the power curve are compared it is seen that 
the power measurement does not provide a distinct value. Two 
different methods, a and b, can be used here to produce a more 
reliable result (see below). 

FIGURE 2Tb shows the characteristic and power requirement of a 
ventilation system where the fan has forward-curved vanes. Its 
characteristic is thus very flat •. Therefore to determine the 
airflow rate from the fan from one measuring of total pressure 
would not provide a clear answer. Compare points C and D. If on 
the other hand the power requirement of the fan is measured, 
method c, which can be done with a wattmeter, the airflow rate 
is determined clearly. 

Me:thod6 a., b and c. 

Traversing can be carried out with a Pitot tube (method a) where 
the velocity profile of the airflow is measured or, · on condition 
that the fan's inlet and outlet ducts have the same areas, the 
airflow -rate can be arrived at by measuring the pressure prece
ding and following the fan (method b). The airflow rate is then 
found using the difference in pressure and the number of revolu
tions from the fan's characteristic. 

With fans having the vanes bent forwards a power measurement can 
be carried out (method c) in order to establish the airflow rate ; 
The power requirement is measured with a wattmeter, where the 
rotational speed of the fan must also .be measured. 

~-r" .~·~'1- !...l....,::J!E·"~x::.:.:.....a~~· ± 14 L <•<t§ 4 i ~ :EA•~Y ! 45 ; , _ _j 
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Because of the great degree of turbulence in the·airstream close 
to the fan the uncertainty in these different methods is great. 

Me.MUJteme.nt eNtoit 

Unknown. 

w 
a:: 
::J 

l2 
w 
a:: 
D.. 

aJ 

FIGURE 27. 

FLOW 

w 
a:: a:: 
w ::J 
3: C/) 
0 C/) 
D.. w a:: 

D.. 

bJ 

FLOW 

a:: 
w 
3: 
0 
D.. 

a) Characteristic and power requirement of a ventilation 
system where the fan has backward-curved vanes. 

b) Characteristic and power requirement of a ventilation 
system where the fan has forward-curved vanes. 

Designations: 1. Characteristic of plant 
2. Characteristic of fan (n r/m) 
3. Power requirement (at n r/m) of fan. 
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11 . MEASURING rn SUPPLY AND EXHAUST AIR DEVICES wrrn MEIBODS 
WHICH CANNOT BE USED WI'IHOUI' ~ CALIBRATICN 
OR CAN BE USED FOR RELATIVE MEASUREMENTS CNLY 

11 . 1 Measurement of vk with a knc:Mn Ai< 

Through the method given in ISO/DIS 5219 (Air distribution and 
aid diffusion - Laboratory aerodynamic testing and rating of air 
terminal devices), dealing with the reporting and testing of the 
technical flow characteristics of air terminal devices a method 
has been created to carry out airflow measurements on installed 
devices. Manufacturers of the devices must of course state the 
pertinent values of Ak and vk, as well as provide instructions 
on how vk shall be measured. 

The airflow rate is obtained from the equation: 

vhere 
q=vkxAk 

vk = k factor velocity 

Ak = k factor area 

U.m~o~ 

Very few manufacturers show pertinent values for vk and ~ accor
ding to the test method. 

The method is not suitable for all devices because of the diffi
culty in measuring reproducible velocities. 

M e.M Wz.em e.n.t eM.DJz. 

Unknown. 

11.2 Measurement of pressure with a probe at a reference 
point upstream from a supply air device 

A measuring probe (capillary tube) is inserted in a fixed posi
tion following the device, where a characteristic pressure is 
taken. The airflow rate is obtained as a function of the pressure . 
difference measured using a chart supplied by the manufacturer 
of the device. 

U .. nu.:ta.:tio ~ 

Because the pressure conditions upstream of a supply air device 
vary the following condi.tions must be met if the method is to 
be utilized: 

o The manufacturer advises where the pressure measurement 
shall be carried out and how the measuring probe shall 
be designed, or make a special measuring probe available. 

0 The device manufacturer pr9vides a chart of the flow as 
a function of characteristic d.ifference in pressure. 
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Me.MWteme.n;t VUz.of[. 

This method of measuring requires great accuracy in the positio
ning of the measuring probe. Unde.J[. QalA.bJr.a.:te.d QOncU..t..<.oVl..6, which 
among other things means that the device is correctly positioned 
in relation to a possible bend preceding the device, the error 
of the measuring method becomes approximately ±5%. This also 
presumes small tolerances in manufacture of the device. With a 
less satisfactory manufacture of the supply air device the error 
can exceed ±15%. 

[fl ,- v , , •1 Sonde 03 mm 
..-"T-------1 with 50 mm long 

I 

Sonde is held parallel 
with the central screw and 
frame-yoke 

shank 

Characteristic 
pressure drop 

Setting in mm 

5 10 15 30 

p~ 1 .2 kgfm3 

Airflow 

Suitable instrument for 
measuring pressure difference 

FIGURE 28. Example Cf measuring with a probe at a reference
point upstream from the device. 
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